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Abstract 

In this deliverable, we present the current state for the RISCOSS techniques in terms of: 

 The RISCOSS ontologies and its corresponding building approach. 

 The modelling languages for representing and analysing the diverse risk implications 

over the OSS ecosystems. 

 The knowledge reuse for OSS ecosystems. 

 The methodologies and techniques for modelling and reasoning about OSS ecosystems. 

This deliverable is an upgrade of the status presented in D1.1 and D1.2. It details the progress 

done with respect to the items above, and mainly focuses on the corresponding 

enhancement/shaping actions. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the stated objectives of the RISCOSS project is to provide a comprehensive 

representation of the elements of an OSS ecosystem and analysis techniques to discover its 

relevant risks and costs. Therefore, the core actions are to formulate: 

 An ontology for the representation of all elements that may appear in an OSS-based 

ecosystem adoption risk and cost analysis and the relationships among them. 

 The modelling languages for representing and analysing the diverse risk implications 

over the OSS ecosystems. In order to make it possible we use 2 different modelling 

languages: 

o i*: that helps to represent and analyse diverse synergistic and conflicting 

interests and decision-making of multiple stakeholders involved in the OSS-

based ecosystem. 

o RiskML: that helps to represent and analyse risks. 

 A set of OSS adoption strategies models in order to reuse knowledge regarding OSS 

ecosystems models. 

 Methodologies and techniques for modelling and reasoning about OSS ecosystems and 

connecting the business with the systems models. 

To this end, in this deliverable we show the current state of four actions that have been 

enhanced/amended from Month 1 (D1.1 and D1.2) to Month 24.  

1.1 Motivation 

During the formulation of the proposal, we stated the need of having an ontology as a basis for 

the RISCOSS platform. In this deliverable, we further explain the most relevant actions related 

to the ontology acquiring knowledge, the modelling languages and the associated 

methodologies for OSS ecosystem modelling to cover the expectations of the RISCOSS project 

and its intended platform.  

1.2 Glossary of terms 

Table 1: List of terms  

Term Description 
OFLOSSC Existing ontology denoted “Ontology about Free/Libre Open source Software 

Communities”. It conciliates the OSDO and Dhruv ontologies (see D1.1) and is 
used as a basis for the construction/elaboration of the OSS RISCOSS Ontologies. 

OSS Open Source Software 

OSS Adoption To use OSS components from an OSS community 

OSS Ecosystem 
/OSS-based 
Ecosystem 

It refers to the OSS community, users and adopter companies involved and 
having an interest in the OSS project. 

OSS RICOSS 
Ontologies 

Refers to the set of ontologies that define the knowledge stored in the RISCOSS 
platform. It is composed of: OSS Ecosystem ontology, OSS Risk ontology and 
OSS Business ontology. 
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OWL Web Ontology Language 

PoC Proof of Concept 

SLR Systematic Literature Review 

UFO Unified Foundational Ontology 

1.3 Intended audience 

The content of this document is of special interest for the RISCOSS consortium, because the 

RISCOSS ontologies, the modelling language and its associated methodology play a crucial 

role for nearly all RISCOSS activities. We also plan to disseminate parts of this work to the 

research community, especially the strategic patterns produced and the i* language modelling 

approach used to represent OSS Ecosystems. Indirectly, the result of this deliverable will impact 

on every single RISCOSS adopter, since the ontology will have an effect on the techniques and 

tool support delivered by the project.  

1.4 Scope 

This deliverable will continue evolving as the project activities progress and more consolidated 

versions of the ontologies, knowledge reuse and modelling approaches are in place.  

In relation to other deliverables, this deliverable is an enhanced version of D1.1 and D1.2 and is 

greatly related to other deliverables of the project.  

Some preliminary deliverables related to this one are: D2.1 where some preliminary concept for 

risk analysis and mitigation and techniques are described, D2.2 where the Risk Ontology was 

reported, and D3.1 where business models concepts are defined and D5.1 that reports the initial 

analysis and modelling of the use cases of the project.  

Other contemporary deliverables related to D1.3 are: D2.3 describes the risk analysis 

techniques, D3.3 includes the information about business strategies and model, and the current 

version of RISCOSS requirements document that includes the requirements for the RISCOSS 

platform in order to include the WP1 results. 

1.5 Document structure 

This deliverable is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the RISCOSS ontology in terms of 

a glossary of terms and do some details about its development. Section 3 focuses on detailing 

the progress with respect to the modelling language used as a basis for the RISCOSS project (i* 

modelling language) for OSS ecosystems and RiskML for risk models. Section 4 details the 

catalogue of models that defines the OSS Ecosystem ontology and its business relationships.  

Section 5 details the methodologies and techniques defined in order to elaborate and analyse 

OSS ecosystems models. Finally, the Conclusions Section summarizes the most relevant 

progress related and described in this deliverable. 
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2 RISCOSS Ontology 

The RISCOSS goal is to develop advanced tools and methods to offer community-based and 

industry-supported risk management in Open Source Software (OSS) ecosystems. To do so, 

we consider ontologies as a crucial instrument for nearly all activities performed within the 

RISCOSS platform. They are aimed to enable the RISCOSS platform to describe, analyze and 

understand the potential risks of OSS adoption; and therefore are the basis for supporting 

decision making in OSS business ecosystems and the statement and evolution of the 

knowledge base. This section summarizes the main aspcects of the RISCOSS ontology. 

OSS Ecosystem

OSS Risks
OSS Business 

Models

OFLOSSC

Existing Domain

Independent Ontologies

Moodbile

RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies (information source ontologies)

reuse

Integration of

ontologies

enhancement

Ad-Hoc Data 

Model

Project’s Foundational Ontology

General Terms

CENATIC OW2 TEI XWiki

 
Figure 1. RISCOSS Ontology 

The RISCOSS ontology structure is depicted in Figure 1. It is composed of several packages. 

The Project’s Foundational Ontology package provides the core of the RISCOSS ontology and it 

is composed of four sub-packages. One of them groups the general terms of the ontology and 

the other three focus on each of the three main aspects that the RISCOSS platform needs to 

analyze and understand: the OSS Ecosystem ontology, the OSS Risk ontology, and the OSS 

Business ontology. They have been constructed by reusing existing ontologies. This is reflected 

by the reuse relationship between the Project’s Foundational Ontology package and the Existing 

Domain Independent Ontologies Package. The RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies package 

refers to specializations of the RISCOSS ontologies to each use case approached by the 

project.  
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At the upper level, we use an ad-hoc data model as can be seen in Figure 1. Its purpose is to 

align the RISCOSS ontologies concepts to the needs of the RISCOSS platform (see D1.2 for a 

more detailed explanation on this respect). The ad-hoc data model can be consulted at Annex 

A. 

The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the process we have used 

to build the RISCOSS ontology. Sections from 2.2 to 2.5 describe the projects general terms 

package and the foundational packages of the ontology, namely, the OSS Ecosystem package, 

the OSS Risks package and the OSS Business package. Section 2.6 presents the OSS 

RISCOSS Case Specific ontologies package. Finally, Section 2.7 deals with the existing 

domain-independent ontologies reused by the RISCOSS ontology. 

2.1 RISCOSS Ontology Building Process (improved) 

This section describes the most relevant steps of the RISCOSS Ontology complete building 

process, i.e., it summarizes the steps already included in previous deliverables and appends to 

them the final tasks scheduled between month 12 and month 24 aimed to obtain the current 

consolidated version of the ontology. Next subsection presents an SLR on OSS 

conceptualizations developed in order to identify existing domain independent ontologies and 

select the most adequate to be reused in RISCOSS. Section 2.1.2 presents an SLR focused on 

risk aspects in OSS adoption that had as one of its goals to study the terminology used in the 

field. Finally, Section 2.1.3 describes the final steps aimed at consolidating, structuring and 

agreeing the RISCOSS ontology with the help of the RISCOSS partners. 

2.1.1 SLR on OSS conceptualizations (D1.1) 

This subsection summarizes the main aspects and results of the SLR on OSS 

conceptualizations. The complete details of the SLR can be found in D1.1. 

We conducted the SLR using the guidelines defined in [Kitchenham07] with the purpose of 

identifying existing OSS ontologies.  

The search and selection process consisted on five stages. Figure 2 presents an overview of 

the whole process and the number of publications involved in each stage 

 
Figure 2. Search and selection process 
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2.1.1.1 Stage 1: Defining the initial set of publication channels 

To have a clearly defined set of publications serving as an initial basis for this study, we defined 

a set of publication channels that were relevant for the topic we investigated. Relevant journals 

and conferences were taken from previous literature reviews on software engineering and 

information systems management [Hauge+10], as well as knowledge representation. Annex B 

lists the initial set of publications. 

2.1.1.2 Stage 2: Searching with keywords 

Since we were interested in papers related to both OSS and conceptualization issues, we 

designed a search string as the conjunction of the two corresponding populations: 

search string = OSS population AND Conceptualization population 

The search string for the OSS population was: 

OSS population = OSS OR FOSS OR FLOSS OR “open source” OR “free software” OR “libre 

software” 

The search string for the conceptualization population was stated as follows: 

conceptualization population = ontology OR ontologies OR metamodel OR glossary OR 

taxonomy OR taxonomies OR “reference model” 

Our approach consisted on identifying digital libraries that could cover the set of publication 

channels defined. We used several digital libraries as there was no any single digital library that 

covers all the set of publication channels defined (see Figure 2). We complemented the 

searches in the digital libraries with manual searches since we identified that some publications 

from our initial set were missing in digital libraries. 

2.1.1.3 Stages 3, 4 and 5: Selecting publications  

Stage 3 consisted on reviewing title and abstract in order to select papers providing OSS 

conceptualizations. In stage 4 we skimmed the text to identify relevant publications on OSS 

conceptualizations. We included publications that seemed to discuss any explicit or implicit way 

of conceptualize OSS (e.g., ontology, taxonomy, classification, glossary, reference model). We 

rejected papers about classification/reference models of OSS tools in specific domains, or the 

use/design of ontologies using OSS tools.  

Stage 5 consisted on reading the full text. In order to verify that the 43 publications from the 

previous stage actually provided a potential OSS conceptualization, three researchers reviewed 

the full texts to decide the inclusion or exclusion of the publication. The 43 publications were 

divided into 3 blocks, and each researcher was initially assigned one block. After a first round, 

researchers were assigned a second block in order to compare their results with the researcher 

that had previously reviewed that block. Thus, each publication was individually reviewed by two 

researchers. In this stage, we rejected papers that do not include any OSS related 

conceptualization. For instance, there were papers that stated to provide conceptual 

frameworks (e.g., ontologies or taxonomies) but they did not present any evidence that may 

suggest any implicit or explicit resulting conceptualization. 
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As a result of the selection process, we selected 9 papers to be analysed as papers that contain 

an ontology (explicit or not). 

2.1.1.4 Analysis of the selected papers and selection of ontologies to reuse 

We analysed the 9 selected papers that contained an ontology (explicit or not). As a result of 

this analysis, we ended up with 4 papers that stated 3 relevant ontologies: Dhruv’s ontology 

[Ankolekar+06], OSDO [Simmons+06][Dillon+08], and OFLOSSC [Mirbel09]. 

After that we studied which of the existing ontologies we should reuse. As a result, we ended up 

deciding to reuse the OFLOSSC ontology. The reasons behind such a decision are summarized 

below: 

 OFLOSSC was the most complete of the ontologies found and it actually included parts 

from other analysed ontologies from the SLR. 

 OFLOSSC includes o’CoP ontology that has been defined in the context of PALETTE 

European Project (2006-2009). 

 OFLOSSC includes elements for facilitating the exchange and sharing of tacit and 

explicit knowledge inside FLOSS development communities. 

After choosing OFLOSSC as departing ontology, we further investigated their elements and 

definitions. Our progress in the area led us to realize that the OFLOSSC ontology just covered 

concepts related to OSS Communities. However, an OSS Business ecosystem includes not just 

the OSS Community but also the Adopter Company. Therefore, we had to extend the 

OFLOSSC concepts with these missing (with respect to our purposes) concepts. To do so, we 

performed a thorough analysis of the activities and resources that an adopter organization 

should consider when participating in an OSS project by running off-line workshops with the 

partners of the RISCOSS project.  

The OFLOSSC ontology and the extension to embrace the adopter organization have mainly 

contributed to the OSS Ecosystem package of the RISCOSS ontology. 

2.1.2 SLR on risks in OSS adoption (D2.1) 

This section presents an SLR focused on risk aspects in OSS adoption that had as one of its 

goals to study the terminology used in the field, to structure, categorize and detail the problem 

domain. We adopted the guidelines proposed by [Kitchenham07]. The full details of this SLR 

are reported in D2.1. 

2.1.2.1 Defining the initial set of publication channels 

We defined an a-priori set of source publication channels where we expect to find a 

comprehensive set of scientific publications on the argument. This set is coordinated with the 

sources used for the literature review reported in Section 2.1.1, and with the involved project 

partners. During the manual screening for identifying promising publications, other relevant 

channels were added. 0 lists the set of publication channels used. 
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2.1.2.2 Searching with keywords  

The keywords to find relevant papers have been the following: 

 To find papers related to Open Source Software: OSS OR “Open Source" 

 To find papers related to Risks: Risk OR Obstacle OR Problem 

 To find papers related to Adoption: Adoption 

To find relevant articles, we searched 5 popular, complete and comprehensive meta-libraries for 

publications in computer science. Moreover, if we recognized that one of the sources listed 

above is not indexed in anyone of these libraries, we added the corresponding library. 

2.1.2.3 Selecting publications 

We performed several steps for selecting publications.  

In step 1, we directly excluded papers: 

 Papers not written in English. 

 Introductions, indexes, book reviews, PhD symposium papers, editorials. 

 Short papers or demo papers shorter than 3 pages. 

 Papers, which are not published in one of the venues (Journals/ Magazines/ 

Conferences/Workshops) defined above need to undergo a manual screening for 

relevance by evaluating, in this order, venue, title, keywords and abstract. In this step, 

the list of venues could be completed. Additional workshop papers are included only if 

they have a particularly high relevance and quality. 

Step 2 consisted on excluding papers based on title and keyword relevance. We removed 

papers which speak only about risk issues that are off-topic. 

Step 3 consisted on excluding papers based on reading the abstract and introduction. We 

excluded papers which do not contribute to identify technical and organizational risks and risk 

analysis techniques in the domain of OSS adoption. In particular papers about: business-related 

and legal risks, general security and safety risks, and risks which are not related to software 

engineering (e.g. papers on disaster management), mathematical problems, optimization 

problems, etc., papers focusing only on the development of open source, papers on the end-

user adoption or deployment of open source programs such as Linux, Firefox or LibreOffice by 

end users or on Servers (e.g. Tomcat, PhP), "OSS" used as a different abbreviation 

(Operational Support System, Operating SystemS). The selected papers will thus contain 

information on: technical risks in OSS adoption and use, risk analysis techniques in the domain 

of open source software (adoption), limitations of current approaches, capabilities needed for 

new approaches, guidelines for risk mitigation with COTS/OSS use. 

After executing the search and selection process we ended up with 47 papers. 

2.1.2.4 Analysis of the selected papers 

Each of the 47 papers has been read in-depth in a collaborative way, with focus on the following 

aspects: the use and definition of concepts related to OSS, risks, risk measures and mitigation 
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activities, with the aim of creating a terminology of the concepts used; the community or OSS 

ecosystem structure and the underlying business strategy of involved companies and 

individuals; the modelling approach used, if any; the documented problems encountered, the 

risks that were identified (in explicit or implicit way), the mitigation strategies, and their 

validation. The papers are then clustered by research group (to find correlated works) and by 

the domain of the paper (OSS, adoption, COTS, risk analysis, ...). A predefined form is filled to 

collect the relevant data of papers. 

The main result of the analysis of the selected papers related to the RISCOSS ontology was a 

structured list of terms for the various risks that were identified, discussed or that emerged from 

surveys or other analyses, in the reviewed papers. Inspired by the various categorizations given 

in some of the works, we define six main types of risks (which can, however, also be seen as 

opportunities) in our domain of interest: risks inherent to the component selection and 

integration process, knowledge related risks (e.g., depending on experience or on availability of 

documentation and training), risks linked to legal issues (property rights) ad business models, 

risks in maintenance and support, risks emerging form the community and its organization, and 

risks related to code quality.  

This structured list of terms has been used as a basis for defining the OSS Risks Package of 

the RISCOSS ontology. 

2.1.3 Obtaining feedback from RISCOSS partners (new) 

The SLRs described in previous subsections have been used as departing points to define the 

RISCOSS ontology. However, we considered of great importance to obtain as much feedback 

as possible from RISCOSS partners to improve the ontology taking advantage of their expertise 

and experience in the OSS domain. 

Thus, we constructed a repository with the RISCOSS ontology version corresponding to month 

12. We selected representatives of RISCOSS partners, namely, CENATIC, Moodbile, OW2, TEI 

and XWiki. We organized meetings with each of the selected representatives to discuss on the 

ontology terms, their definitions and their structure. We explicitly ask them to: (1) identify the 

most interesting concepts in the ontology according to their organization interests (2) identify 

missing concepts from their organization point of view, (3) contribute to the ontology with their 

proposed definitions for terms such that might be susceptible of diverse interpretations. 

The results of each of the meetings were documented in separated repositories specific to each 

partner. Then, those results were analysed. The purpose of the analysis was to choose one of 

the following options, for each of the new terms and definitions proposed by RISCOSS partners: 

(1) To incorporate it to the common RISCOSS ontology, i.e. to the project’s foundational 

ontology package. 

(2) To incorporate it to the RISCOSS case specific ontologies package (this option was 

selected for terms contributed by partners that were too specific to be incorporated to the 

common RISCOSS ontology).  
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2.2 General Terms Package (improved) 

The general terms package belongs to the Project’s Foundational Ontology package as can be 

seen in Figure 3 and it reports those terms that are common to several sub-packages of the 

RISCOSS Project’s Foundational Ontology. 

OSS Ecosystem

OSS Risks
OSS Business 

Models

OFLOSSC

Existing Domain

Independent Ontologies

Moodbile

RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies (information source ontologies)

reuse

Integration of

ontologies

enhancement

Ad-Hoc Data 

Model

Project’s Foundational Ontology

General Terms

CENATIC OW2 TEI XWiki

 
Figure 3. General Terms Package in RISCOSS Ontology 

Table 2 lists the concepts included in the General Terms Package and their definitions. 

Table 2. General terms 

Concept Definition 
Actor An intentional, active entity which adopts goals, performs activities, 

analyses and mitigates risks 

Goal/Objective A desired state of the world by an actor (also: A state of the world to 
achieve or maintain by the organisation, satisfied by a situation. 
Property importance of a goal for an Actor) 

OSS Adopter Organization Organization that adopts an OSS Component 

OSS Community The community behind the OSS Project that produces an OSS 
Component 

OSS Component Software artefact released by an OSS Project under an OSS License 

OSS Project Project for producing a software artefact that is released under an OSS 
License, this software artefact is named OSS Component 

Resource A physical, informational or monetary entity 

Scope = Assessment Layer Entity that can be the target of a risk analysis 

 Component Part of a product 

 Organizational Unit Entity target of the analysis that corresponding to the most ambitious 
case: the complete portfolio of products built, or processes ran. Also a 
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department may be an organizational unit. 

 Product A commercial good commercialized by a company 

 Project Endeavours that have resources assigned for achieving some concrete 
goal(s). 

Task = Activity Action that results in a contribution to a project or where the project 
resources have been used in some way (also: The means for achieving 
a goal, working on the current situation, having various consequences) 

 

2.3 OSS Ecosystem Package (improved) 

D1.1 reports the first version of the RISCOSS OSS Ecosystem package. It includes the 

elements inherited from the existing OFLOSSC ontology (that was identified by an extensive 

SLR described in previous section) and was iteratively elaborated from Month 6 to Month 12.  

The OFLOSSC ontology just covered concepts related to OSS Communities. However, the 

OSS Business ecosystem includes not just the OSS Community but also the Adopter Company. 

As a result, we needed to complete such ontology with the concepts from the OSS Adopter 

organization from the business point of view which was reported in deliverable D1.2. 

The present deliverable D1.3 reports the complete current version of the OSS Ecosystem 

ontology that consolidates and completes the previous ones. It is the result of a thorough 

analysis of the concepts involved that has been developed in conjunction with the RISCOSS 

use cases representatives. The OSS Ecosystem ontology is reported in the OSS Ecosystem 

Package of the RISCOSS ontology as depicted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.OSS Ecosystem Package in RISCOSS Ontology 
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Figure 5 shows the composing elements of the OSS Ecosystem package: OSS Community and 

OSS Adopter Organization. The following two subsections describe the details of each. The 

third subsection is dedicated to give additional information on the OSS Ecosystem Package that 

is applicable both to the OSS Community Package and the OSS Adopter Package. 

 
Figure 5. Elements of the OSS ecosystem ontology 

2.3.1 OSS Community Package 

In the following we describe the sub-packages included in the OSS Community package and 

the concepts they include. The sub-packages that can be seen in Figure 6 are: Agents, 

Resources and Activities. 

 
Figure 6. Elements of the OSS Community package 

The following tables list the concepts included in each of the sub-packages. The tables provide 

the concept names, their definition and their source ontology (which indicates whether the 

concept is reused from OFLOSSC or directly proposed by RISCOSS).  

Actors and roles included in Table 3 are not mutually exclusive. For instance, a developer or 

administrator can be a committer at the same time. 

Table 4 and Table 5 have an additional column, entitled Identifier, which gives the concept 

identifier for concepts that can be used in OSS adoption patterns (see D1.2). Indentation in the 

concept column indicates the existence of a category/subcategory relationship between 

concepts. 
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Table 3. OSS Community Agents terms 

Concept Definition Source 
Actor An intentional, active entity which adopts goals, 

performs activities, analyses and mitigates risks. 
OFLOSSC 

 Individual Actor participating in some of the community 
activities (not community member) 

OFLOSSC 

  Contributor Individuals participating in particular activities or 
during specific periods of the OSS Community life 

OFLOSSC 

 Legal Entity Legal entities behaving as project partners OFLOSSC 

  Institution An organization founded and united for a specific 
purpose 

OFLOSSC 

   Educational Institution  OFLOSSC 

   Company  OFLOSSC 

  Partner Actor related to the OSS Community OFLOSSC 

   Distributor Partner supporting the FLOSS dissemination OFLOSSC 

  Professional Organization  OFLOSSC 

 Member Community member OFLOSSC 

  Current Member  OFLOSSC 

   New Member  OFLOSSC 

    Newby New member that can only play the role of FLOSS 
user 

OFLOSSC 

  Former Member  OFLOSSC 

  Visionary The individual at the root of the FLOSS 
development, who is the only one that plays the role 
of project manager 

OFLOSSC 

Role Actor’s position in the Community OFLOSSC 

 Governance Role Role supporting community members through their 
interactions and knowledge sharing 

OFLOSSC 

  Coordinator Role that organizes and coordinates the activities 
and events of the Community 

OFLOSSC 

   CommunityManager  OFLOSSC 

  Facilitator Role that encourages the participation of the 
members and facilitates the interaction among them 

OFLOSSC 

   Communicator  OFLOSSC 

 Peripheral Role (also Contribution Role) Role of actors that build 
and exploit the knowledge of the Community (they 
are knowledge providers and receivers) 

OFLOSSC 

  Explicit Role Role assigned to specific members of the 
Community 

OFLOSSC 

   Contributor  OFLOSSC 

    Administrator  OFLOSSC 

    Developer  OFLOSSC 

     Committer Developer authorized to include code in the OSS 
Component “official” version 

RISCOSS 

    Disseminator  OFLOSSC 

    Documenter  OFLOSSC 

    Project Manager Role responsible of the execution of a project OFLOSSC 

    Tester  OFLOSSC 

    ModuleOwnerRole  OFLOSSC 

    QualityAssuranceRole  OFLOSSC 
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    ReleaseManagerRole  OFLOSSC 

    RepositoryAdministrat
orRole 

 OFLOSSC 

   User Role of actor that uses the OSS Component without 
providing any contribution to the OSS Project 

OFLOSSC 

    PassiveUser  OFLOSSC 

    ActiveUser  OFLOSSC 

  Implicit Role Role that reflects the implication of actors in the 
community life (e.g. participation in discussion 
thread) 

OFLOSSC 

   Discussion Animator  OFLOSSC 

   Discussion Initiator  OFLOSSC 

 

Table 4.OSS Community Resources Terms 

Concept Definition Source Identifier 
Resource A physical, informational or monetary 

entity 
OFLOSSC  

 Documentation Documentation both technical and end 
user’s 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed 
in 
RISCOSS 

Res-DOCUM 

  User Documentation User documentation (e.g. turorials) From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed 
in 
RISCOSS 

Res-User-
DOCUM 

   FAQ Document that focuses on aspects that 
many people is asking 

OFLOSSC  

   How To Document that collects short 
explanations on specific questions 

OFLOSSC  

   Tutorial Document that gives an step by step 
description of an use case 

OFLOSSC  

  Technical 
Documentation 

Technical documentation of an OSS 
component 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed 
in 
RISCOSS 

Res-Tech-
DOCUM 

   Administrator 
Manual 

Document that describes the aspects 
related to the deployment of the OSS 
Component in an environment 

OFLOSSC  

   API 
Documentation 

 OFLOSSC  

   Defect List  OFLOSSC  

   Developer Manual  OFLOSSC  

   Release Note  OFLOSSC  

   User Manual Document that describes functionalities OFLOSSC  

  Governance 
Documentation 

Documentation about the community 
governance. This includes: community 
practices (for reporting bugs/patches), 
for management (voting system, …), 

RISCOSS  
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etc. 

 Interaction Resource (also Message) Resources dedicated 
to knowledge sharing and knowledge 
exchange 

OFLOSSC  

  Item  OFLOSSC  

   New Feature Report of desired feature(s) for an OSS 
Component 

RISCOSS Res-
NEWFEATURE 

   Post Supporting annotation of blogs, forums 
and mailing lists 

OFLOSSC  

    Bug Report of a bug RISCOSS Res-BUG 

    Bug Message Post dedicated to bug resolution OFLOSSC  

    Change 
Message 

Post dedicated to FLOSS evolution OFLOSSC  

    Comment 
Message 

 OFLOSSC  

    Commit Post that reports a commit OFLOSSC  

    Solution 
Message 

Post dedicated to code improvement OFLOSSC  

 Software Object  OFLOSSC  

  OSS Component Software artefact released by an OSS 
Project under an OSS License 

RISCOSS Res-OSS-Comp 

 Patch Patch provided for an OSS component RISCOSS Res-PATCH 

 Roadmap Strategy for new features and releases 
of an OSS Component 

RISCOSS Res-ROADMAP 

 OSS License A license defines the rights and 
obligations that a licensor grants to a 
licensee. An OSS License has to 
comply with the Open Source 
Definition (http://opensource.org/osd) 

RISCOSS  

 Tool  OFLOSSC  

  Asynchronous 
Communication Tool 

Tool for asynchronous communication 
e.g. a mailing list 

OFLOSSC  

  Backup Tool  OFLOSSC  

  Configuration 
Management System 

 OFLOSSC  

  Content Management 
System 

 OFLOSSC  

  Defect Management 
System 

Tool for managing the defect 
notification and resolution e.g. Jira 

OFLOSSC  

  Synchronous 
Communication Tool 

Tool for synchronous communication 
e.g. IRC for chatting 

OFLOSSC  

  Test Tool Tool that runs the tests for the code OFLOSSC  

 

Table 5.OSS Community Activities terms 

Concept Definition Source Identifier 
Activity Action that results in a 

contribution to a project or 
where the project resources 
have been used in some way 

OFLOSSC  

 Communication Activity Information transmission OFLOSSC  

  Encourage&Congratulate  OFLOSSC  
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   EncourageInitialParticipation  OFLOSSC  

  Package new users  OFLOSSC  

 Interaction Activity Knowledge sharing and 
exchange, collaborative 
design, co-production 

OFLOSSC  

  Discuss This activity includes the initial 
report and the following 
discussion messages 

OFLOSSC  

   Discuss Bugs  OFLOSSC  

    Report Bug Activity of reporting bugs From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-REP-Bug 

   Discuss Changes  OFLOSSC  

   Discuss Solutions  OFLOSSC  

   Discuss Doubts  RISCOSS  

   Report New Feature  RISCOSS  

   Send Patches Communication of  a patch for 
an OSS component 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-
RepPATCH 

  Maintain Maintenance of an OSS 
Component 

OFLOSSC  

   Maintain Code  OFLOSSC  

    Develop patches Developing patches to 
contribute to an OSS project 

RISCOSS Act-PATCH 

    Add Functionality  OFLOSSC  

    Fix Bug  OFLOSSC  

     VerifyDefect  OFLOSSC  

    ImproveCode  OFLOSSC  

    ApproveCode  OFLOSSC  

    CommitCode  OFLOSSC  

    Develop Activity of developing an OSS 
Component (specification, 
design, code) 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-DEV 

    MaintainRepository  OFLOSSC  

    ManageProject  OFLOSSC  

    PrepareBuild  OFLOSSC  

    Release Making available a software 
component under OSS license 
(either first 
time or an evolution) 

RISCOSS Act-
RELEASE 

     ReleaseInitialProject Making available a software 
component under OSS license 
for  the first time 
 

OFLOSSC  

    SubmitCode  OFLOSSC  

    Test (it includes the activity Test 
Component, see OSS Adopter 
organization package) 

OFLOSSC  
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   Maintain Documentation  OFLOSSC  

    CreateDocumentation  OFLOSSC  

   Maintain Site  OFLOSSC  

  Support newbies  OFLOSSC  

 Learning Activity Acquisition of new knowldege OFLOSSC  

  Acquire Technical Skills Acquisition of the necessary 
knowledge about an OSS 
component to be 
able to master its technology 

RISCOSS Act-Acq-
Tech 

  Acquire Management 
Skills 

Acquisition of the necessary 
knowledge about managing 
an OSS community 

RISCOSS Act-Acq-Man 

  Learning Use Acquisition of the necessary 
knowledge about an OSS 
component to be 
able to operate it (as end 
user) 

RISCOSS Act-LEARN 

  Acquire Legal Skills Acquisition of the necessary 
legal knowledge about OSS 
licenses 

RISCOSS Act-ACQ-Leg 

 Negotiation Activity Interactions to agree on ideas 
or make consensus 

OFLOSSC  

   Nominate  OFLOSSC  

Release OSS Component Making available a software 
component under OSS license 
(either first time or an 
evolution) 

RISCOSS  

Create OSS Communituy Creation of an OSS 
Community 

RISCOSS Act-
NewCOMM 

Decide Activity of taking some 
decision 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-DECIDE 

 Decide Roadmap Decision of the roadmap of an 
OSS component. It includes 
planning of 
releases and which features 
are included 

RISCOSS Act-DECIDE-
Roadmap 

 Decide Acceptance Acceptance of a contributor in 
an OSS community 

RISCOSS Act-DECIDE-
Acc 

Procedure Any established and well 
defined behaviour for the 
accomplishment of some 
activity 

OFLOSSC  

 Development Methodology  OFLOSSC  

 Scrum  OFLOSSC  

2.3.2 OSS Adopter Organization Package 

In the following we describe the concepts included in the OSS Adopter Organization package. 

They are organized in several sub-packages as depicted in Figure 7. 

. 
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Figure 7. OSS Adopter Organization Package 

 

The following tables list the concepts included in each of the subpackages. The tables provide 

the concept name, their definition, the source ontology and their identifier (which gives the 

identifier for concepts that can be used in OSS adoption patterns from D1.2). Indentation in the 

concept column indicates the existence of a category/subcategory relationship between 

concepts.  

Table 6. OSS Adopter- Software Development Activities terms 

Concept Definition Source Identifier 

Selection Selection of an OSS component for its deployment 
or integration in an 
Organization 

RISCOSS Act-SEL 

 Identify Activity of locating one or more candidate 
components that may cover the system 
requirements and acquiring information that makes 
their evaluation and comparison feasible 

RISCOSS Act-IDENT 

 Evaluate Activity of assessing to what extent the candidate 
components cover the system requirements 

RISCOSS Act-EVAL 

 Choose Activity of comparing the candidate components to 
choose the one(s) that best fits/fit the stated 
requirements 

RISCOSS Act-CHO 

Deploy Deployment of an OSS component for its actual use 
in the organization 

RISCOSS Act-DEP 

Develop Activity of developing an OSS Component 
(specification, design, code) 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-DEV 

Integrate Integration of an OSS component into another 
software artefact 

RISCOSS Act-INT 

Test Product Testing of a software artefact that integrates an 
OSS component 

RISCOSS Act-TEST-
Prod 

Maintain Product Maintenance of a software artefact that integrates 
an OSS component 

RISCOSS Act-MAINT-
Prod 

Develop Patches Developing patches to contribute to an OSS project RISCOSS Act-PATCH 
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Monitor Activity of monitoring OSS communities data RISCOSS Act-MON 

Table 7. OSS Adopter- Community Oriented Activities terms 

Community Oriented 
Activities 

Definition Source Identifier 

Create OSS community Creation of an OSS Community RISCOSS Act-
NewCOMM 

Decide Activity of taking a decision related to an 
OSS Component 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-
DECIDE 

 Decide Roadmap 
Decision of the roadmap of an OSS 
component. It includes planning of releases 
and which features are included. 

RISCOSS 
Act-
DECIDE-
Roadmap 

 Decide Acceptance 
Acceptance of a contributor in an OSS 
Community 

RISCOSS 
Act-
DECIDE-
Acc 

 Decide OSS Wishlist Deciding the desired features for the next 
releases of an OSS component (but without 
a concrete planning). 

RISCOSS 
Act-
DECIDE-
Wishlist 

Release  Making available a software component 
under OSS license (either first time or an 
evolution) 

RISCOSS 
Act-
RELEASE 

 

Table 8.OSS Adopter- Communication Activities terms 

Communication 
Activities 

Definition Source Identifier 

Send Patches Communication of a patch for an OSS Component From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-
RepPATCH 

Report Bug Activity of reporting bugs From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Act-RepBUG 

Support Activity to give any kind of support to an OSS 
community (e.g. organizing or endorsing 
sponsoring events) 

RISCOSS Act-SUPP 

 

Table 9.OSS Adopter- Personnel Activities terms 

Personnel 
Activities 

Definition Source Identifier 

Acquire Technical 
Skills 

Acquisition of the necessary knowledge about an 
OSS component to be able to master its technology 

RISCOSS Act-ACQ-
Tech 

Acquire 
Management Skills 

Acquisition of the necessary knowledge about 
managing an OSS community 

RISCOSS Act-ACQ-
Man 

Learning Use Acquisition of the necessary knowledge about an 
OSS component to be able to operate it (as end 
user) 

RISCOSS Act-LEARN 

Acquire Legal 
Skills 

Acquisition of the necessary legal knowledge about 
OSS licenses 

RISCOSS Act-ACQ-
Leg 
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Table 10.OSS Adopter –Resources terms 

Resources Definition Source Identifier 

OSS Component An OSS component as a software artefact RISCOSS Res-OSS-
Comp 

Documentation Documentation both technical and end user’s From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Res-DOCUM 

 Technical 
Documentation 

Technical documentation of an OSS 
Component 

From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Res-Tech-
DOCUM 

 User 
Documentation 

User documentation (e.g., tutorials) From 
OFLOSSC 
Renamed in 
RISCOSS 

Res-User-
DOCUM 

Patch Patch provided for an OSS Component RISCOSS Res-PATCH 

Bug Report of a bug RISCOSS Res-BUG 

New Feature Report of desired feature(s) for an OSS 
Component 

RISCOSS Res-
NEWFEATURE 

Roadmap Strategy for new features and releases of an 
OSS component 

RISCOSS Res-
ROADMAP 

Sw Product Software artefact that is provided to 
customers 

RISCOSS Res-
PRODUCT 

2.3.3 Additional Information on the OSS Ecosystem Package 

In this subsection, we give some details that apply to the two packages that belong to the OSS 

Ecosystem package. 

First, depending on the OSS adoption strategy followed by the Adopter Organization, it faces 

activities and manages resources that are also part of the OSS Community activities and 

resources, e.g. personnel of the adopter organization reports bugs, develops patches, etc. 

Therefore, there are concepts that have been included both in the OSS Adopter Organization 

Package and in the OSS Community Package. Table 11 lists them.  

Table 11. Concepts included in OSS Community and OSS Adopter Organization Packages 

Concepts included in OSS Community Package and OSS Adopter Organization Package 

Acquire Legal Skills Acquire Management Skills Acquire Technical Skills 

Bug Create OSS Community Decide 

Decide Acceptance Decide Roadmap Develop 

Develop Patches Documentation Learning Use 

New Feature OSS Component Patch 

Release Report Bug Roadmap 

Send Patches Technical Documentation User Documentation 
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Additionally, in the OSS Ecosystem Package, we have listed several concepts that are reused 

from OFLOSSC but that have been renamed in RISCOSS ontology (as indicated in the Source 

column of the tables describing concepts). Table 12 lists them and gives for each one the term 

used in the RISCOSS ontology together with its correspondent OFLOSSC term.  

Table 12. RISCOSS and OFLOSSC correspondence terms 

RISCOSS term OFLOSSC term 

Documentation Document 

User Documentation Help document 

Technical Documentation Release document 

Report Bug Report Defect 

Send Patches Report Patch 

Develop DevelopInitialProject 

Decide Decision Making 

2.4 OSS Risk Package (D2.2) 

D2.2 reports the first version of the RISCOSS OSS Risks package. The RISCOSS risk base 

ontology builds on the concepts of Event and Situation, as defined in the foundational ontology 

Dolce Lite Plus1 (see for example [Gangemi+03]) and also used in UFO [Guizzardi+04], and 

defines the central concepts of Risk, Risk Event, Goal, Activity, Cause, Consequence, and 

Measure, by positioning them in relationship with significant surrounding concepts, borrowing 

ideas, concepts and relationships from the risk ontology defined in the EU project Musing 

[Musing06], complemented with standards definitions such as ISO 31000, and terms defined in 

risk management methodologies such as CORAS [Lund+11], Cailliau and Lamsweerde’s goal-

oriented risk analysis [Cailliau+13] and the i*/Tropos goal-risk framework [Asnar+11]. 

The concepts of measure and indicator were inspired by the terminology in [Garcia+06]. The 

resulting ontology shares some concepts and will finally be linked with the OFLOSSC ontology 

[Mirbel09], selected for defining the main concepts in OSS ecosystems (see Section 2.3.1). 

The present deliverable D1.3 reports the complete current version of the OSS Risks ontology 

that consolidates and completes the previous ones. It is the result of a thorough analysis of the 

concepts involved that has been developed in conjunction with the RISCOSS use case 

representatives. The OSS Risks ontology is reported in the OSS Risks Package of the 

RISCOSS ontology as depicted in Figure 8. 

                                                

 
1 www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/WNET/DLP3941_daml.html 
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Figure 8. OSS Risks Package in RISCOSS Ontology 

The following table lists the concepts included in each of the sub-packages. Indentation in the 

concept column indicates the existence of a category/subcategory relationship between 

concepts. 

Table 13. Risk Core terms 

Concept Description Source 

Risk A derived value defined by the likelihood of occurrence of the 
corresponding event and the severity of the (negative) impact to 
stakeholders’ objectives, (ISO 31000: the effect of uncertainty on 
objectives). Has property “risk exposure”, the outcome of risk analysis 
(e.g. low, high risk) 

Musing, 
CORAS, 
NIST, 
ISO31000 

Risk Event 
(≡LossEvent) 

Event associated to a risk, "manifestation" of the risk. Has property 
“likelihood” (possibly as a  distribution) inferred from cause 
probabilities, and “significance” quantifying the extent of the event 

Musing, 
Riscoss, 
GoalRisk 

Risk Category Group of risks with similar properties, i.e. similar causes or 
consequences. 

Riscoss 

Situation a described state of the world, has a certain likelihood  to be true. 
Described by values 

UFO 

Cause Situation that can cause the risk event to happen Musing, 
Riscoss 

Consequence 
(≡Effect) 

Consequence of an event which realises a risk (RiskEvent).  Has a 
certain severity inferred from the impact on goals 

CORAS, 
Riscoss 
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Vulnerability A weakness that may be exploited to cause a risk event. NIST, 
CORAS 

Threat Event with the potential to adversely impact organizational 
Operation by exploiting vulnerabilities. Can be effected by a intentional 
threat agent or by a physical or software object. 

NIST, 
Riscoss 

Event A happening which changes the state of the world, thus modifying a 
situation 

UFO 

Impact How much a consequence (negatively) affects the satisfaction of a 
goal by acting on values and goals 

Riscoss 

Value Value describing the objects of a situation, e.g. a Resource or Asset, 
a software value, effort and time 

CORAS 

Asset An economic resource describing the value of an Organization CORAS 

Mitigation 
Activity 
(≡Treatment) 

Reduces a risk by acting on the Risk Event likelihood or severity or on a 
change of impacted goals 

ISO31000, 
Riscoss 

Measure A measurement approach and a measurement scale, to reveal the 
presence of a situation by quantifying values. Combinable to derived 
measures. Measures that can be directly retrieved are base 
measures. 

GarciaBCV
RPG06, 
RISCOSS 

Indicator Measure derived (based on a decision criteria), to provide an 
indication for the likelihood of being in a Situation that causes a Risk 
Event. Represents a correlation. 

GarciaBCV
RPG06, 
RISCOSS 

Risk Driver Represents a measure of some situation, which is known to influence 
(negatively) risk likelihood or severity 

RISCOSS 

Monitor Detects an event by measuring change of situations RISCOSS 

For an overview, Figure 9 displays the central classes and relationships. The complete set of 

relationships between the concepts, defined as object properties, can be found in the Protégé 

OWL ontology,   accessible    at   http://selab.fbk.eu/riscoss_ontology. Deliverable 

D2.3 contains a full picture, relating the risks ontology terms with the community 

concepts (Section 4.6.3). 

 

 
Figure 9. OSS Risks ontology classes and relationships 

http://selab.fbk.eu/riscoss_ontology
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2.5 OSS Business Package (new) 

D3.1 and D3.2 contains the insights for the current versions of the OSS Business Models 

package. In this case, the concepts should cover the business model canvas presented in D3.1 

and the OSS Adoption strategies presented in D3.1 and D3.2. 

The present deliverable D1.3 reports the complete current version of the OSS Business Models 

ontology. It is the result of a thorough analysis of the concepts involved that has been 

developed in conjunction with the RISCOSS use cases representatives. The OSS Business 

Models ontology is reported in the OSS Business Models Package of the RISCOSS ontology as 

depicted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. OSS Business Models Packages in RISCOSS Ontology 

Figure 11 shows the composing elements of the OSS Business Models package: Business 

Model Canvas and OSS Adoption Strategies. This section describes the details of each. 

 
Figure 11. Elements of the OSS Business Models ontology 
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The following two tables list the concepts included in each of the sub-packages. Indentation in 

the concept column indicates the existence of a category/subcategory relationship between 

concepts. 

Table 14. Business Model Canvas terms 

Concept Definition (consolidated by UMM) 

Value Proposition 
Production Area 

The value proposition production area is defined by the interplay of different 
actors that is needed to produce the value proposition 

 Key Activities Activities performed by the partners to produce the value proposition 

 Key Partners Partners that are necessary to create the value proposition 

 Key Resources Resources that are needed to create the value proposition 

Value Proposition (VP) Product/service sold to customers in order to receive revenues and make profit 

Distribution and Sales 
Area 

The distribution and sales area is defined by the customer segments the 
company targets with its value proposition, the relationships between the 
company and its customers, and the means in order to communicate to the 
customers and to receive their feedback and to provide them with means to 
purchase them 

 Channels Communication, distribution and sales channels used to promote and sell the 
value proposition and to organize delivery and payments 

 Customer 
Relationships 

Relationships that a company establishes to its customers with the intention to 
bind the customer to the company and its products and services and to receive 
the customers’ feedback 

 Customer 
Segments 

The customer segments are groups of customers to which (possibly different) 
value propositions shall be sold 

Financial Area The financial area of a business model is made up by the cost structure of all 
processes that need to be performed in order to run the business model, and 
the revenues the company receives from selling its products and services to 
customers 

 Cost Structure Costs aligned with the creation and distribution of the value proposition 

 Revenue Streams Revenues gained from selling the value proposition to the customers 

 

Table 15. OSS Adoption Strategies terms 

Concept Definition 

Business strategy The business strategy describes the approach of a business to successfully 
compete with other businesses in a given market 

 Cost-driven Business strategy based on minimizing costs 

 Value-driven Business strategy based on increasing the value delivered to customers 

OSS Adoption Strategy Strategy that defines the way an organization adopts OSS depending on from 
where OSS is received or how it is produced, and where in the business 
model and for which purposes 

 OSS Integration Integration of an organization in an OSS community with the purpose to 
share and co-create OSS and where being part of the community in order to 
benefit from the commonly created OSS components is the key goal; it is not 
necessary for the adopter organization to play a leading role within the 
community 

 OSS Initiative Initiation of an OSS project and establishing a community around it where the 
adopter establishes the community as a resource that directly serves the 
company’s business strategy and model and exercising control over the OSS 
community is typical for this strategy 

 OSS Takeover Taking over an existing OSS project/community and to control it 
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 OSS Fork Creating an own independent version of the software that is available from an 
existing OSS project or community 

 OSS Acquisition Using an existing OSS code without contributing to the underlying OSS 
project/community 

 OSS Release Releasing own software as OSS without caring whether an OSS community 
takes it up or forms around it 

2.6 OSS RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies (tentative) 

This section describes the OSS RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies. They are reported in the 

RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies Package of the RISCOSS ontology that can be seen in 

Figure 12. There are five OSS RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies, one for each of the 

industrial RISCOSS partners: CENATIC (from UPC), Moodbile, OW2, TEI and XWiki. 

Accordingly, the package is composed of five sub-packages. Each sub-package includes the 

terms proposed by a RISCOSS partner that where specific to its case and that have not been 

incorporated to the common RISCOSS ontology. 

This is the first version of the OSS RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies and it will be validated 

by means of the Use Case execution (D5.4). 
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Figure 12 RISCOSS Case Specific Ontologies Package in RISCOSS Ontology 

Table 16, Table 17, Table 18, Table 19 and Table 20 list the terms included in each one of the 

RISCOSS specific ontologies. Columns of the tables list the terms, their definitions and the 

concepts of which they are subconcepts in the RISCOSS ontology. When a term is a synonim of 

another term of the RISCOSS ontology, this is specified in the definition column and the 
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subconcept column is empty (we assume it is subconcept of the same concepts as its synonym 

term). 

 

 

Table 16 CENATIC terms   

Concept Definition Sub-concept of: 

Community Plan / Governance 
Model 

Synonym of Governance Documentation  

Consultative Member Role of advising to management and technical 
committees 

Contributor 

Contribution Agreement Document signed by the contributor Resource 

Learning Management System Virtual campus for pedagogical purposes Tool 

Management Committee Synonym of Project Manager  

Mentor Role of guiding community members, in 
particular, new members 

Contributor 

Survey Tool for managing votes and surveys Tool 

Technical Committee Project technical supervision  Management 
Committee 

 

Table 17 Moodbile terms 

Concept Definition Sub-concept of: 

Advisor Supporting decisions taken by other roles Contributor 

Architecture Designer Role that provides technical documentation Contributor 

Lead Developer Role of managing the development team Developer 

Project Committee Synonym of Project Manager  

Project Owner Role of managing specific projects Contributor 

Project Strategy Role of providing requirements and deciding releases Contributor 

 

Table 18 OW2 Terms 

Concept Definition Sub-concept of: 

Code Base Family of OSS projects that share common attributes (e.g. 
language, e.g. governance) (e.g. Sourceforge, Apache 
Foundation, Eclipse Foundation, Mozilla ,OW2)  

Resource 

Contributor License 
Agreement (CLA) 

 Resource 

Project Leader Synonym of Project Manager  

Project Life Cycle It reflects the project governance Resource 

Project Submission A project needs to be accepted to be included in a Code 
Base 

Resource 

Test Compatibility 
Kit (Built Test Tool) 

Test tool that to ensure that nothing is broken Test tool 

In Table 19 indentation in the concept column indicates the existence of a category/subcategory 

relationship between concepts. 
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Table 19 TEI terms 

Concept Definition Sub-concept of: 

Adopter Role Roles of actors that belong to the OSS Adopter 
Organization 

Root concept 
belonging to the 
OSS Adopter 
Organization 
Package 

 Design Owner   

 Product Manager   

 Product Owner   

 Security Incident 
Manager 

Role of monitoring 3PP (and including OSS 
Components) security issues 

 

 Software Packager Role of packaging all the 3PP contents for an 
Ericsson product  

 

 Software Supplier Role of securing licenses and controlling code for an 
Ericsson product 

 

 [Strategic] Sourcing 
Manager 

Role of 3PP management  

 System Architect Role of supporting decisions from the architectural 
point of view (requires technical expertise in technical 
requirements to be fulfilled by OSS Component) 

 

 System Manager Responsible of defining the System/Product 
requirements, identifying possible supplier/3PP 
products and decide which one is going to be used 

 

 Trade Compliance 
Advisor 

Export control, laws and regulations  

 3PP Coordinator Role of managing 3PP related activities  

 3PP Technician Role of “producticating” the OSS Component  

Get Negotiation Plan   

Monitor Behaviour Monitor activities, updates, maintenance performed by 
design owner 

Monitor 

Monitor Performance Monitor the 3PP performance (e.g. # faults on fields, 
ease of use, and the adequacy to the performances 
imposed by the embedding product). 

Monitor 

Productify OSS 
Component 

A process aiming to assign specific attributes relevant 
for the  unique identification of a product including the 
OSS Component within the Ericsson product 
catalogue 

Root concept 
belonging to the 
OSS Adopter 
Organization 
Package) 

3PP Component Component produced outside Ericsson Component 

3PP Strategy/ OSS 
Strategy 

Synonym of OSS Adoption Strategy  

In Table 20 indentation in the concept column indicates the existence of a category/subcategory 

relationship between concepts. 
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Table 20 XWiki Terms 

Concept Definition Sub-concept of: 

Adopter Role Roles of actors that belong to the OSS Adopter 
Organization 

Root concept 
belonging to the 
OSS Adopter 
Organization 
Package 

 CTO Role of managing the XWiki project  

 Developer Role of implementing project features (for now, no 
differentiation between research and client projects) 

 

  Web Developer Role of developing Client project features, related 
with the front-end user interface 

 

 Marketing VP Role of taking care of XWiki big picture and marketing 
strategies 

 

 QA Engineer Role of ensuring XWiki products meet the defined 
quality standard 

 

 QA & Support 
Manager 

Role of managing the QA and Support team  

 R & D Engineer Role of evolving XWiki  

 Usability & Design 
engineer 

Role of taking care of XWiki usability  

Code Review  Maintain Code 

Coding Guidelines  Technical 
Documentation 

Emeritus Committer Former active committer who hasn’t no made any 
commit during the last year 

Former Member 

Maker Actively participating in Xwiki Project, they can 
advertise their services on the community site 

Committer 

Supporter Gives for free some kind of service to the OSS 
Community (free licenses, sponsoring, etc.) 

Explicit Role 

2.7 Existing Domain-independent Ontologies 

The RISCOSS ontology reuses concepts from the OFLOSSC ontology as depicted in Figure 13. 

Section 2.1.1 describes the research method applied to identify and select the ontologies to 

reuse. The result of the applied process led us to choose the existing OFLOSSC ontology as an 

existing domain independent ontology to reuse in RISCOSS. OFLOSSC concepts have 

contributed to the OSS Ecosystem Package. In Section 2.3, we specify for each concept 

included in the OSS Ecosystem Package whether it has been reused from OFLOSSC or it has 

been newly introduced by RISCOSS. See Section 2.3 for the details. 
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Figure 13. Existing Domain Independent Ontologies 

Table 21 contains the properties defined in OFLOSSC. 

Table 21. OFLOSSC properties 

Concept Internal Relations 

Activity performed by Role 

  Discuss deal with Post 

 Negotiation Activity  

Actor has-practice Practice, has-role Role 

  Partner  

   Distributor play Disseminator 

 Member  

  Visionary plays Project Manager 

Community Decides Decision Making, has-actor Actor, has-practice Practice 

initiated by Actor, performs Activities, produces Resources, uses 

Resources 

Decision Making taken decision by Role 

Resource  

 Document  

  Help Document  

Role  

 Governance Role  

   Communicator communicates Encourage&Congratulate 

 Peripheral Role  

  Explicit Role  

    Project Manager played by Visionary 

    Tester  

  Implicit Role write Post 
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3 RISCOSS Models 

RISCOSS proposes a three layered analysis approach (see D2.3 for more details). 

 
Figure 14. 3-layered approach 

In order to face all the information included in these layers, RISCOSS platform is including 2 

kinds of models: goal models for describing business and Strategic goals (Layer III) and Risk 

Models for describing the OSS related risks (Layers II and I). These two models have been 

connected through an impact model, describing how the OSS related risks are impacting on the 

strategic goals. Table 22 shows the models corresponding to each layer and the modelling 

language used. 

Table 22. RISCOSS Models 

 Model Modelling Language 

Layer III: Business & Strategic Goals Goal Model i* 

Layer II: Risks & Risk Indicators Risk Model RiskML 

Layer I: Risk Drivers & Measures Risk Model RiskML 

How Risk are related to Business & Strategic Goals Impact Model  

 

3.1 OSS Ecosystem Models: i* language (D1.1, D1.2) 

The i* framework [Yu95] was formulated for representing, modelling and reasoning about socio-

technical systems. Its modelling language (the i* language) is composed basically of a set of 

graphic constructs which can be used in two diagrams. Firstly, the Strategic Dependency (SD) 

diagram, which allows the representation of organizational Actors, specialized on Roles, 

Positions and Agents. Actors can be related by is-a, is-part-of, covers, instance-of, plays and 

occupies relationships. Actors can also have social dependencies. A Dependency is a 

relationship between two actors, one of them, named Depender, who depends for the 
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accomplishment of some internal intention from a second actor, named Dependee. The 

dependency is characterized by an intentional element (Dependum) which represents the 

dependency’s element. The primary intentional elements are: Resource, Task, Goal and 

Softgoal. A softgoal represents a goal that can be partially satisfied, or a goal that requires 

additional agreement about how it is satisfied. Softgoals are usually used for representing non-

functional requirements and quality concerns. 

Secondly, the Strategic Rationale (SR) diagram represents the internal actors’ rationale. The 

separation between the external and internal actor’s worlds is represented by the actor’s 

boundary. Inside this boundary the rationality of each actor is represented using the same types 

of intentional elements described above. Additionally these intentional elements can be 

interrelated by using relationships such as Means-end (e.g., a task can be a mean to achieve a 

goal), Contributions (e.g., some resource could contribute to reach a quality concern or softgoal) 

and Decompositions (e.g., a task can be divided into subtasks). 

In Figure 15 we show an excerpt of an i* model for an academic tutoring system. There appear 

most of the constructors already described. The intuitive meaning of this model should help to 

capture the practical use and the semantics of the i* framework. 
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Figure 15. Excerpt of an i* model for an academic tutoring system. 

3.1.1 Use of i* in RISCOSS 

In order to model the ecosystems represented by the use cases of RISCOS, we are using the 3 

kinds of diagrams. Two of these diagrams are proposed by i* framework (SD and SR described 

above) and the Strategic Actor Diagram proposed in [Leite07]: 
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 Strategic Actor (SA) Diagram. This kind of diagram is useful for stating and 

understanding the relationships among the OSS-based ecosystem stakeholders. To do 

so, we are concretely using the following constructors: Actors, specialization (is-a link) 

and aggregation (is-part-of link). 

 SD Diagram. This kind of diagram is useful for stating and understanding the 

dependencies among OSS ecosystem’s actors (modelled as Actors). 

 SR Diagram. This kind of diagram is useful for understanding the rationale behind the 

stated dependencies. 

SD and SR Diagrams are used for all OSS-based ecosystems presented above (OSS Project, 

OSS Adopter and OSS Business ecosystems) and the SA Diagram is used for further 

understanding the relationships between the OSS Project Ecosystem and the OSS Adopter 

Ecosystem, as well as their implications (mainly in terms of risk). 

Table 23 shows a summary of the matching between the current RISCOSS ontology concepts 

and the i* constructs. 

Table 23. Mapping for RISCOSS ontology concepts to i* Constructs 

RISCOSS Ontology concepts i* Construct 

Activity and all the Activity types Task 

Actor and all the Actor types Actor 

Community Actor 

Resources and all the Resource types Resource 

Role and all the Role types Actor 

Property has-actor is-part-of link 

Generalization/specialization hierarchies is-a link 

The peculiarity of the goal models used by RISCOSS is that they can be general models, in the 

sense that they include some information in order to customise them for each specific user. 

These possible customisations are included in the model as annotations, identifying which 

model elements are candidates to be customised and which information should be used to this 

aim (more details in Section 5.2). The models customisation is a process of assigning concrete 

values to these models. The possible customisations are: 

 Rename: giving a concrete name to a generic name. 

 Choose: selecting among different options for the intentional element links. 

 Refine: marking an element to be complemented with new links to new or existing 

intentional elements. When an element is refined, a submodel is added to the model that 

contains the element to be refined. 

Figure 16 shows what could be an excerpt of an organizational model. The i* model shows how 

the company ACME produces the product Road Runner Locator (RR Locator) for its customers. 

It consists of an i* model with the high-level business goals and general activities of the adopter 

organization. The model reflects that the organization has made the decision of adopting an 

OSS component (a Geographical Information System) as a way to reduce costs as is 

represented by task “Acquire GIS OSS Component”. RISCOSS provides a “general” model to 

be used when some OSS Component has to be acquired.  
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Figure 16. Initial organizational model 

The business model is complemented including the elements of the OSS Acquisition adoption 

strategy model, as the decomposition to the task Acquire GIS OSS Component, and the missing 

actor OSS Community and dependencies OSS Component, OSS Component technical 

documentation and OSS Component user manual. Figure 17 shows the final ACME business 

model. 

 
Figure 17. Organizational model with OSS Acquisition business model included 

The OSS adoption strategy model elements are annotated to indicate that they need some 

customizations in order to consider the resulting model adapted to a certain organization. There 

are 3 kinds of operations, one per each kind of customization: rename (e.g. what is the name of 

the OSS component to be adopted?), choose (e.g. will the OSS component be integrated or 

deployed), and refine (e.g. how will the OSS component be integrated into the product 

architecture?).  
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It is also worth to mention that the elements from the OSS adoption strategy model may require 

tight integration with other parts of the model. Figure 17 shows how the task Integrate OSS 

Component is considered also a subtask of both Develop RR Locator and Maintain RR Locator.  

Next, the part of the model coming the OSS Acquisition business model needs to be 

instantiated following the annotations. Figure 18 shows the result of instantiating the generic 

OSS Component by the OSS GIS (in the resource that represents the component and the 

community that produces it). Also the decision among integrate or deploy is made. Since 

integration (Integrate OSS Component) is chosen, the refinement of this task using further 

knowledge (e.g., we could have lower-level architectural integration models) should be 

undertaken next. This process of instantiation will be repeated until all the annotations are 

solved. 

 
Figure 18. Instantiated model choosing the OSS Acquisition business strategy 

3.1.2 The i* language metamodel  

Figure 19 presents the i* language metamodel as adopted in the current version of the platform.  

We enumerate below the different elements, grouped in several categories, remarking and 

justifying some of the decisions made. This metamodel is based in the seminal Yu’s definition 

[Yu11] although the different types of contributions proposed in its wiki evolution [iwiki] have 

been incorporated into the definition since they provide more expressive power to the models 

with several types of positive and negative contributions and also the ability to decompose 

softgoals using And and Or. 

 Actors. We include the concept of generic actor and three specializations, which different 

relationships among them. Also, we consider the typical modeling constructs of 

aggregation (part-of) and inheritance (is-a). 

 Actor boundaries. Defined by a set of Strategic Rationale elements, which can be of the 

four typical types of intentional elements: goals, softgoals, tasks and resources. These 

elements may be linked through three types of links: means-end (OR-decomposition), 
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task decomposition (AND-decomposition) and contribution to softgoal (with 9 types of 

contributions). 

 Dependencies. In our work, we just need dependencies among pairs of elements, either 

actors or intentional elements inside actors’ boundaries. Dependums may be of the 

same types than intentional elements. 

 Other classes appear for modeling support (e.g., DependableNode). 

 

 
Figure 19: i* metamodel 

3.1.3 The i* models persistency 

Models built with the i* language may be represented in a text format using iStarML, the i* mark-

up language [Cares07]. This formatting language allows saving models textually, using XML 

specific tags and attributes to describe the different element in the model. Although the primary 

focus of iStarML is model interchange, i.e. the provision of an interoperability standard, in the 

current state of the platform it is also used for implementing model persistence. 

Table 24 describes the tags used by iStarML to represent the different model elements and  
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Table 25 the attributes to give some information about these elements; full details regarding the 

iStarML grammar appear in Annex D. As an example, Annex F shows the iStarML 

representation of one of the OSS acquisition adoption strategy model. 

Table 24. iStarML tags 

Tag Goal model element 

<diagram> Contains the entire model (root element) 

 <actor> Contains all the elements related to this actor (i.e., defines its boundary). It must be 
inside a <diagram> element 

<actorLink> Contains the information about a link. It must be inside an <actor> element 

<boundary> Contains all the internal intentional elements inside an actor. It must be inside an 
<actor> element 

<ielement> Contains the information about an intentional element (IE). This element can be 
found inside a <boundary> element (internal IE) or inside the <diagram> element 
(dependum) 

<ielementLink> Contains the information regarding an IE decomposition (means-end, 
decomposition or contribution). It must be inside an <ielement> element included in 
a <boundary> element  

<dependency> Contains the information regarding a dependency. It must be inside a <ielement> 
element not included in the <diagram> elmement (dependum) 

<depender> Contains the information regarding the depender in a dependency. It must be inside 
a <dependency> element 

<dependee> Contains the information regarding the dependee in a dependency. It must be inside 
a <dependency> element 

 

Table 25. iStarML attributes 

Attribute Description Tag Possible Values 

Id Identifies the model element All  

name Gives a name for the element <diagram> 
<actor> 
<ielement> 

 

type Gives information regarding the 
element type 

<actor>2 agent, role, position 

<actorLink> is_part_of, is_a, covers, occupies 

<ielement> goal, softgoal, task, resource 

<ielementLink> means-end, decomposition, 
contribution 

aref Identifies an <actor> element. It is 
used to reference an actor that is 
already defined in the model 

<depender> 
<dependee> 

 

iref Identifies a <ielement> element. It is 
used to reference an intentional 
element that is already defined in 
the model 

<ielement> 
<depender> 
<dependee> 

 

 

                                                

 
2 “Non-defined” means that the actor is a general actor (no typed). 
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The next examples show how 2 i* models represented in iStarML, these models correspond to a 

small piece of the OSS integration pattern (Section 4.2). Figure 20 only shows the pair of actors 

The Company and OSS Community with 2 dependencies between them.  

 
Figure 20. SD example for iStarML format 

<istarml version=’1.0’> 

<diagram name=’OSS Component’> 

  <actor id=‘1’ name=’The Company’/> 

  <actor id=‘2’ name=’OSS Community’/> 

  <ielement name=’OSS Component’ type=’resource’> 

    <dependency> 

      <depender aref=’1’/> 

      <dependee aref=’2’/> 

    </dependency> 

  </ielement> 

<ielement name=’Res-PATCH’ type=’resource’> 

    <dependency> 

      <depender aref=’2’/> 

      <dependee aref=’1’/> 

    </dependency> 

  </ielement> 

</diagram> 

</istarml> 

The Figure 21 also includes the intentional elements inside these actors that justify these 

dependencies. The elements inside the actors are included as tag <boundary> children and the 

dependencies already include the <ielement> identifier as the iref attribute. 
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Figure 21. SR example for iStarML format 

 

<istarml version=’1.0’> 

<diagram name=’OSS Component’> 

  <actor id=‘1’ name=’The Company> 

    <boundary> 

      <ielement id=’3’ name=’Integrate OSS Component’ type=’task’/> 

      <ielement id=’4’ name=’OSS Community Contributed’ type=’goal’/> 

    </boundary> 

  </actor> 

  <actor id=‘2’ name=’OSS Community’> 

    <boundary> 

      <ielement id=’5’ name=’develop OSS Component’ type=’task’> 

        <ielementLink type=’decomposition’> 

          <ielement id=’6’ name=’Act-RELEASE’ type=’task’/> 

          <ielement id=’7’ name=’Act-MAINT-Comp’ type=’task’/> 

        </ielementLink> 

      </ielement> 

    </boundary> 

  </actor> 

  <ielement name=’OSS Component’ type=’resource’> 

    <dependency> 

      <depender aref=’1’ iref=’3’/> 

      <dependee aref=’2’ iref=’6’/> 

    </dependency> 

  </ielement> 

<ielement name=’Res-PATCH’ type=’resource’> 

    <dependency> 

      <depender aref=’2’ iref=’7’/> 

      <dependee aref=’1’ iref=’4’/> 

    </dependency> 

  </ielement> 

</diagram> 

</istarml> 
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3.1.4 The i* language definition  

In order to later formalize the operators needed for building ecosystems, it becomes necessary 

to provide a precise definition of the i* semantics. To do so, we adopt an algebraic approach. 

Table 26 summarises the domain elements for the i* modelling language, following the style of 

[Lopez+11]. The general layout of this formalization consists on defining elements as tuples of 

sub-elements and then functions with a meaningful name to obtain these sub-elements (e.g., 

given a model, an operation actors returns the set of actors of that model). Some functions filter 

a domain of elements according to categories that form an enumeration domain (e.g., actors are 

filtered using the functions genericActors, roles, positions and agents); conversely, a given 

element may be queried for its type using a function type that ranges over the corresponding 

enumeration domain (e.g., the type of an actor may be obtained). In addition, we may use 

functions to obtain the name of those elements that have name (e.g., actors).  

This formalization is based on the metamodel defined in Section 3.1.2. In this formalization 

process we have made some decisions in order to avoid ambiguities and incompleteness in the 

semantics.  

Table 26. Algebraic definition of i* model elements. 

i* element Definition Components 

i* model M = (A, DL, DP, AL) A: set of actors; DL: set of dependencies 
DP: set of dependums 
AL: set of actor specialization links 

Actor a = (n, IE, IEL,t) n: name; IE: set of IEs; IEL: set of IE links 

t: type of actor, t{generic, agent, role, position} 

IE ie = (n, t) n: name; t: type of IE, t{goal, softgoal, task, resource} 

IE link l = (p, q, t, v) p, q: IEs (source and target)  
actor(p) = actor(q) (intra-actor links) 

t: type of IE link, t{means-end, task-decomposition, 
contribution} 
target(means-end) ≠ softgoal 
target(task-decomposition) = task 
target(contribution) = softgoal 
v: contribution value 

vCT+  CT–   {And, Or}  {Unknown} 
CT+ = {Make, Some+, Help} 
CT– = {Break, Some-, Hurt} 

Dependency Link dl = (dr, de, dm) 
 

dr, de: (a, ie, s) 

ie {⊥}  IE 

s: strength, s  {open, committed, critical} 
dm: IE dependum 
actor(dr) ≠ actor(de), an actor cannot depend on itself 

Dependum dm = (n, t) dm: IE 

Actor link l = (a, b, t) a, b: actors  

t: type of l, l{is-a, is-part-of, plays, covers, occupies, 
instance-of} 
type(source(is-a)) = type(target(is-a)) 
type(source(is-part-of)) = type(source(is-part-of) 
source(plays)=agent, target(plays)=role 
source(covers)=role, target(covers)=position 
source(occupies)=agent, target(occupies)=position 
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source(instance-of)=agent, target(instance-of)=agent  

Derived concepts 

Outgoing depen-
dencies for an 
actor 

outgoingDep(a, M) = {dDL | actor(dr)  = a} 

Main IEs of an 
actor 

mainIEs(a) = {ieIE | ancestors(IEL, ie) = }, mainIEs(a) ≠  

IE ancestors ancestors(ie, IEL) = {y |  (ie, y, t, v) ∈ decompositionLinks(IEL) ∨ 

(∃r: (ie, r, t, v) ∈ decompositionLinks(IEL)  ∧ y ∈ ancestors(r, IEL))} 

IE descendants descendants(ie, IEL) = { y | (y, ie, t, v) ∈ decompositionLinks(IEL)) ∨ 

(∃r: (r, ie, t, v) ∈ decompositionLinks(IEL)  ∧ y ∈ descendatns(r, IEL))} 

Decomposition link decompositionLink(l)  type(l){means-end, task-decomposition}  

 (type(l) = contribution  value(l)  {And, Or}) 

Taking into account the algebraic definition summarised in Table 26, we have defined some 

functions used in the definition of model instantiation operations (Section 5.2.5). 

Definition 1. Actor substitution in the model. 

Given an i* model M = (A, DL, DP, AL) and two actors a, b, such that a ∈ A, b = (nb, IEb, IELb) ∉ 

A, where b is the actor that is going to substitute a, the operation substituteActor(M, a, b) yields 

a model M’ defined as: 

M’ = (A’, DL’, DP, AL’) such that: 

 A’ = A \ {a} ∪ {b} 

 DL’ = DLothers ∪ DLer ∪ DLee  

o DLothers  = {dl = ((x,iex,sx), (y, iey,sy), dm) | dl ∈ DL ∧  x ≠ a ∧  y ≠ a} 

o DLer  = {((b,iea,sa), (y, iey,sy), dm) | ((a,iea,sa), (y, iey,sy), dm) ∈ DL ∧ iea ∈ {} ∪ IEb} 

o DLee  = {((x,iex,sx),(b,iea,sa),dm) | ((x,iex,sx), (a,iea,sa) ,dm) ∈ DL ∧ iea ∈ {} ∪ IEb} 

 AL’ = ALothers ∪ ALsource ∪ ALtarget  

o ALothers = {l = (x, y, t) | l ∈ AL ∧ x ≠ a ∧ y ≠ a}  
o ALsource = {(b, y, t) | (a, y, t) ∈ AL} 

o ALtarget = {(x, b, t) | (x, a, t) ∈ AL} 

The first bullet substitutes the “old” actor a by the new one b in the actors’ set (A). The second 

bullet generates the new dependency links’ set with dependencies where a is not involved 

(DLothers) and adds those it is depender (DLer) and dependee (DLee) substituting it with b. The 

last bullet follows the same strategy but for actor links. 

Definition 2. Internal Intentional Element substitution in the model 

Given an i* model M = (A, DL, DP, AL), an actor a = (na, IEa, IELa, ta) and the IEs ie and ie’ such 

that a ∈ A, ie ∈ IEa and ie’ ∉ IEa is the intentional element that is going to substitute ie on actor 

a, the operation substituteIE(ie, ie’, a, M) yields a model M’ defined as: 

 M’ = (A’, DL’, DP, AL’) such that: 

 A’ = A \ {a} ∪ {a’} where 
 a’ = (na, IE’, IEL’, ta)} where 
 IE’ = IEa \ {ie} ∪  {ie’} 
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 IEL’ = IELothers ∪ IELsource ∪ IELtarget where 

 IELothers = {l = (p, q, t, v) | l ∈ IELa ∧ p ≠ ie ∧  q ≠ ie 

 IELsource = {(ie’, q, t, v) | (ie, q, t, v) ∈ IELa} 

 IELtarget = {(p, ie’, t, v) | (p, ie, t, v) ∈ IELa} 

 DL’ = DLothers ∪ DLer1 ∪ DLee1  ∪ DLer2 ∪ DLee2 where 

 DLothers = {dl = ((x, iex, sx), (y,  iey, sy), dm) | dl ∈ DL ∧ x ≠ a ∧ y ≠ a} 

 DLer1 = {((a’, iea, sa), (y, iey, sy), dm) | ((a, iea, sa), (y,  iey, sy), dm) ∈ DL ∧ iea ≠ ie} 

 DLee1 = {((x, iex, sx), (a’, iea, sa), dm) | ((x, iex, sx), (a, iea, sa), dm) ∈ DL ∧ iea ≠ ie} 

 DLer2 = {((a’, ie’, sa), (y, iey, sy), dm) | ((a, iea, sa), (y,  iey, sy), dm) ∈ DL ∧ iea = ie} 

 DLee2 = {((x, iex, sx), (a’, ie’, sa), dm) | ((x, iex, sx),(a, iea, sa), dm) ∈ DL ∧ iea = ie} 

 AL’ = ALothers ∪ ALsource ∪ ALtarget where 
 ALothers = {l = (x, y, t) | l ∈ AL ∧ x ≠ a ∧ y ≠ a} 

 ALsource = {(a’, y, t) | (a, y, t) ∈ AL} 

 ALtarget = {(x, a’, t) | (x, a, t) ∈ AL} 

First bullet substitutes the “old” actor a by the new one a’ in the actors set (A). a’ is generated 

replacing the ie for the new ie’ in the intentional elements set (IE’) and intentional element links 

set (IEL’). The new IEL’ is generated with links where ie is not involved (IELothers), and where it is 

involved as source (IELsource) and target (IELtarget). The second bullet generates the new 

dependency links set (DL’) with dependencies where a is not involved (DLothers), and where it is 

depender and dependee and ie is not involved (DLer1, DLee1) and where it is depender and 

dependee and ie is involved (DLer2, DLee2). The last bullet generates the new actor links set (AL’) 

with links where a is not involved (ALothers) and where it is source (ALsource) and target (ALtarget).   

Definition 3. Intentional Element Decomposition removal  

Given an actor a = (na, IEa, IELa, ta) and the set of IEs to be deleted, jointly with their 

decomposition, such that IEdel  IEa the operation deleteIEDecomposition(a, IEdel) yields an 

actor a’ defined as: 

a’ = (na, IE’, IEL’, ta)  where  

 IE’ = IEa \ {ie | ie ∈ IE’’ ∧ (∄ie’ ∉ IE’’  | ie ∈ descendants(ie’, IELa))} where 

 IE’’ = IEdel ∪ {ie | ∃ie’  ∈ ancestors(ie, IEL) ∧  ie’ ∈ IEdel} 

 IEL’ = {l = (p, q, t, v) | l ∈ IELa ∧ p ∈ IE’ ∧  q ∈ IE’} 

a’ is generated deleting the set of IEs IEdel and all the IEs that belongs to their decompositions in 

the intentional elements set of a (IEa). With the exception of the IEs that belong to a 

decomposition of an IE that is not intended to be deleted. The new IEL’ is generated with links 

where source and target still remain in actor a’.  

Definition 4. Dependencies removal 

Given an i* model M = (A, DL, DP, AL) and the set of intentional elements IE from the 

dependencies have to be deleted (and their descendants), the operation 

deleteDependencies(M, a, IEdel) yields a model  M’ defined as: 

M’ = (A, DL \ D, DP, AL) where 
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 D = {dl | ielement(depender(dl)) ∈ IEdeleted ˅ ielement(dependee(dl)) ∈ IEdeleted } where 

o IEdeleted = {ie | ie ∈ IE’’ ∧ (∄ie’ ∉IE’’ | ie ∈ descendants(ie’, IELa))} where 

 IE’’ = IEl ∪ {ie | ∃ie’ ∈ ancestors(ie, IEL) ∧  ie’ ∈ IEl} 

M’ is generated deleting the set of dependencies that involve any actor from the intentional 

elements set IE and their descendants that do not have any other ancestor not included in IE. 

With the exception of the IEs that belong to a decomposition of an IE that is not intended to be 

deleted (IEdeleted).  

Definition 5. Models merging 

Given 2 models M1 = (A1, DL1, DP1, AL1) and M2 = (A2, DL2, DP2, AL2) the operation 

mergingModels(M1, M2) returns the union of both models as model M defined as: 

M = (A, DL, DP, AL) where 

 A = disjoint(A1,A2) ∪ combined(A1, A2) 

o disjoint(A1, A2) = {a | (a ∈ A1 ∧ (∄b ∈ A2  | name(a) = name(b))) ˅ (a ∈ A2 ∧ (∄b 

∈ A1  | name(a) = name(b)))}  

o combined(A1, A2) = { a = merge(b, c) | b ∈ A1 ∧  c ∈ A2 ∧ name (b) = name(c)} 

 merge(a, b) = (name(a), IEa ∪ IEb, IELa ∪ IEb, type(a)) 

 DL = disjoint(DL1,DL2) ∪ combined(DL1, DL2) 

o disjoint(DL1, DL2) = {dl | (dl ∈ DL1 ˅ dl ∈ DL2) ˄ (actor(depender(dl)) ∈ 

disjoint(A1, A2) ˄ actor(dependee(dl)) ∈ disjoint(A1, A2))}  

o combined(DL1, DL2) = DLboth ∪ DLsource ∪ DLtarget 

 DLboth = {dl = ((a, iea, sa), (b, ieb, sb), dm) | (a ∈ combined(A1, A2) ˄ b ∈ 

combined(A1, A2))  ˄ (∃dl’ = ((a’, iea, sa), (b’, ieb, sb), dm)  | dl’ ∈ DL1 ˅ 

dl’ ∈ DL2 | name(a’) = name(a) ˄ name(b’) = name(b))} 

 DLdepender = {dl = ((a, iea, sa), (b, ieb, sb), dm) | (a ∈ combined(A1, A2) ˄ 

b ∈ disjoint(A1,A2))  ˄ (∃dl’ = ((a’, iea, sa), (b, ieb, sb), dm)  | dl’ ∈ DL1 ˅ 

dl’ ∈ DL2 | name(a’)=name(a))} 

 DLdependee = {dl = ((a, iea, sa), (b, ieb, sb), dm) | (a ∈ disjoint(A1, A2) ˄ b 

∈ combined(A1,A2))  ˄ (∃dl’ = ((a, iea, sa), (b’, ieb, sb), dm)  | dl’ ∈ DL1 ˅ 

dl’ ∈ DL2 | name(b’)=name(b))} 

 DP = DP1 ∪ DP2 

 AL = disjoint(AL1,AL2) ∪ combined(AL1, AL2) 

o disjoint(AL1, AL2) = {l | (l ∈ AL1 ˅ l ∈ AL2) ˄ (source(l) ∈ disjoint(A1, A2) ˄ 

target(l) ∈ disjoint(A1, A2))}  

o combined(AL1, AL2) = ALboth ∪ ALsource ∪ ALtarget 

 ALboth = {l = (a, b, t) | (a ∈ combined(A1, A2) ˄ b ∈ combined(A1,A2))  ˄ 

(∃l’ = (a’, b’, t) | l’ ∈ AL1 ˅ l’ ∈ AL2 | name(a’) = name(a) ˄ name(b’) = 

name(b))} 

 ALsource = {l = (a, b, t) | (a ∈ combined(A1, A2) ˄ b ∈ disjoint(A1,A2))  ˄ 

(∃l’ = (a’, b, t) | l’ ∈ AL1 ˅ l’ ∈ AL2 | name(a’) = name(a))} 
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 ALtarget = {l = (a, b, t) | (a ∈ disjoint(A1, A2) ˄ b ∈ combined(A1,A2))  ˄ 

(∃l’ = (a, b’, t) | l’ ∈ AL1 ˅ l’ ∈ AL2 | name(b’) = name(b))} 

For each set in the model, the resulting model contains a combination of both models following 

the next rules: 

 A copy of the elements that only are in one of the models 

 The union of the elements that are in both models.  

 Two actors are the same if they have the same name. 

 Two intentional elements (IEs) are the same if they have the same name and type. 

 Two actor links are the same if the involved actor are the same (see rule above). 

 Two IE links are the same if the involved IE and type is the same, in case of contribution 

link they also have the same value. 

 Two dependency links are the same if the involved actors, the dependum and strengths 

are the same. 

Concretely, in the definition there is a separated bullet for each set of the model. The first bullet 

define the actor set (A) as the union of two models defined by two separate functions for having 

the actors that only appear in one model (disjoint) and which ones appear in both (combined). 

For the combined actors, the resulting models contains one actor and the union of both actor 

sets. The resulting dependency links set (DL) is the union of the dependencies which involved 

actors only appear in one model and the which ones with at least one actor from both models 

(both, depender and dependee). The dependums set (DP) is the union of the IEs. Finally, the 

actor links set (AL) is the union of the links which involved actors only appear in one model and 

which ones with at least one actor from both models (both, source and target). 

3.1.5 Open Issues (reviewed) 

From the identified open issues included in the previous deliverable D1.2, during this year we 

have worked on the use of roles and other types of actors (See section 5.3) and we already 

need to be tackled in the last year of the project. Concretely, interaction among different types of 

actors, model elements prioritization and merging models conflicts. 

3.1.5.1 Interactions among different types of actors 

The use of roles in the patterns has also implications towards the use of other actor links, not 

only for plays. Figure 22 shows part of the OFLOSSC ontology, concretely the set of concepts in 

order to describe the different roles that can be played in an OSS Community (extracted from 

deliverable D1.1).  
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Figure 22. Roles in ontology OFLOSSC 

If we want to include roles in the OSS adoption strategy models, the more natural way seems to 

be using the the i* link is-part-of to show that these roles are defined for the OSS Communities, 

as shown in Figure 23. This example includes the agents TEI and XWiki Community that 

corresponds to specific company and OSS Community, and 2 typical roles defined in OSS 

Communities. 

 
Figure 23. Using is-part-of link in the patterns 

The problem is that there is a restriction in the use of is-part-of link, both actors must have the 

same type (e.g. both roles and both agents). Therefore, this link won’t be compatible with the 

fact that a specific OSS Community, modeled as an agent, as shown in the previous example 

has some roles defined. There are some alternatives to be taken into account in order to follow 

this rule before to decide to broken it. Models shown in Figure 24 show 2 possible solutions to 

this problem, on the right solution the roles disappear and the relation between the specific role, 

modeled as an agent, and the company TEI is represented using the link is-a (specialization). 
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Figure 24. Combining is-part-of and plays links in the patterns. 

3.1.5.2 Prioritization 

During the development of the OSS adoption strategy models we have found out that some 

elements can be more important than others in order to achieve with the OSS strategy chosen. 

This level of importance could be operationalized with the classical modelling concept of 

“priority”, but we have not introduced priorities in the model notation so far.  

This prioritization should be an attribute attached to a specific element. This characteristic would 

allow us to compare the elements importance depending on the pattern (inter-models) or the 

elements importance in the same pattern (intra-models). 

For example, if we take the OSS Community Contributed goal, it appears in more than one 

pattern and it does not have the same importance in all of them. If we study the OSS integration 

strategy, this is a very important goal if the company wants to achieve successfully the main 

goal of integrate the OSS Component. For this strategy is crucial give some return to the OSS 

Community. This goal also appears in other patterns, like OSS takeover strategy. For OSS 

takeover, the community contribution is important but, no so important than the task Manage 

OSS Community.  

There are several approaches in the literature that incorporate priorities in goal-oriented 

languages. For example [Ghanavati+09] use a 4-value importance value (High, Medium, Low 

and None) in the satisfaction propagation. [Liaskos+09] includes a preference specification 

language that allows users to specify priorities over optional, “nice-to-have” properties of 

potential solutions. And GRL, an i*-based modelling language, supports the definition of an 

importance attribute for intentional elements inside actors, it is taken into account when 

evaluating strategies for the goal model, resulting in satisfaction levels measured at the actor 

level. [Amyot+11] shows an example where this importance is measured quantitatively, partially 

reproduced in Figure 25, softgoals Low Cost and High Performance are annotated with a 50 

and 100 respectively (using parenthesis). 

The aspect of prioritisation of business goals and of risks will be managed in our risk 

management approaches through the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [Saaty+00] and 
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Satisfiability Modulo Theories techniques [Palma+11] that are described in detail in the 

deliverable D2.3.  

 

 
Figure 25. GRL internal intentional elements importance example 

 See Table 27 as an example of application. The adoption of one approach or another must be 

carefully analysed also in terms of the impact in the risk reasoning part of the project. 

Table 27. i* model elements prioritization example 

 Integrat. Initiative Takeover Fork Acq. Release 

OSS Community Contributed High Medium  Medium Medium   

Manage OSS Community  High High High   

3.1.5.3 Merging models conflicts 

The merging of two models is defined as a union of all common elements (see Definition 5). In 

the following months we need to consider to include some restrictions to the model definition 

that can affect to this operation: 

 In the current model definition is possible to decompose tasks using means-end or task-

decomposition with no restriction on the possibility of combine both for one specific task. 

 In the current model there is no restriction about combine more than one link between 

the same pair of actors. Taking into the account the possible combination depending on 

the actor type, the only restriction should be that is-a and is-part-of cannot be used for 

the same pair of actors. 

If these restrictions are included, we need to decide how deal with the possibility that these 

situations appear due to a models merge. Figure 26 and Figure 27 show both current merging 

situations. 
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Figure 26. Merging means-ed and decomposition tasks 

 
Figure 27. Merging is-a and is-part-of actor links 

Besides these restrictions, the current definition for operation merge considers equals two 

dependencies with the same actors, dependum and strengths. Maybe only the actors and 

dependums should be considered in the comparison. In that case, the resulting model should 

include the most restricted strengths instead of both (as shown in Figure 28). 

 
Figure 28. Merging dependencies 

3.2 Risk Models: RiskML modelling Language (Improved) 

We introduce a formal modelling language that allows us to (i) represent risks, their causes and 

possible effects, (ii) link measures and indicators to risks likelihood, significance and exposure, 

and (iii) link risk events to business goals to evaluate their impact. 
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The RISCOSS risk modelling language (RiskML) is a conceptual modelling language that aims 

at representing the knowledge necessary to capture risks in OSS adoption, and to reason about 

them. The language is intended to be independent from any specific technique or algorithm 

used to perform the analysis. As such, it must be generic and flexible enough to represent the 

data necessary for different analysis types. At the same time, the language is designed to be 

integrated, on the one hand, with goal models and models of the ecosystem in which it is used; 

on the other hand, it is designed to be integrated also with available statistical information about 

the possible risk causes.  

The RISCOSS risk modelling language contains the main concepts of Indicator, Situation and 

Event. These concepts are characterized by properties, and are linked with each other 

through relationships. Risks, their assessment and mitigation possibilities, emerge from the 

interplay of concepts, relations and properties, and are the result of the different analysis types. 

 
Figure 29. RiskML model example 

Annex E contains an example of the risk model included in the platform proof of concept 

released on month 12. 

3.2.1 RiskML metamodel (D2.2) 

Figure 30 depicts the overall meta-model of the RiskML modelling language. The meta-model 

defines the modelling primitives of risk and the interplay between risk, goals and the ecosystem. 

Situations and events are the core of the meta-model. The evidence to be in a certain situation 

can be quantified (especially in an OSS context) by means of indicators, which were empirically 

evaluated or approved by experts and base on measurements of available data. Situations 

represent the causes for risks to appear, while events represent the manifestation of a risk. 

Expose, increase, protect and reduce relations from situations (and events) to events quantify 

the likelihood for an event to occur and the significance of its consequences. Events impact the 

satisfaction of goals that actors desire to be achieved. This impact may be propagated to other 

goals, e.g. through i* contribution and decomposition relationships [Yu95].  

As a means to achieve their goals, actors perform activities, which modify the state of the world 

-- they are the means by which actors intentionally or unintentionally modify situations. Through 
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the convergence of goals and tasks actors can also set up strategies to mitigate risk exposure. 

Actors live in an ecosystem comprised by other actors, and depend on them to achieve some of 

their goals. On the other hand, actors provide to other actors the capability to achieve their 

goals. Thus, an impact on one actor may also propagate its effects on the rest of the 

ecosystem. 

The formal semantics of the RiskML constructs is described in deliverable D2.3. 
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Figure 30. RiskML metamodel 

In order to model the cause, event, and impact of risks we introduce some modelling concepts, 

and define relationships to relate their instances with each other. 

The following tables describe the modelling language constructs. 

Table 28. RiskML Construct : Indicator 

Construct Indicator 

Definition An indicator is representation of one (raw value) or more (composite value) measures of 
some entity. 

Description Measures are values of individual observations of a real quantity - or set of quantities - 
made at a certain point in time. So, while a measure is expressed in absolute terms 
(e.g., 30 days per bug) and may coexist with an unlimited number of other measures 
of the same quantity, made in different times, an indicator is an aggregation of all the 
measures and is expressed in a neutral way with respect to some reference 
boundaries (e.g., days per bug: 0.8). Indicators have been used in [Barone+11] to 
reason about business intelligence. 

Symbol  

Example “Commit frequency” and “Number of forum posts per day” are propositions denoting 
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indicators; the value associated to the proposition, e.g. 0.5, is the value if the indicator. 

 

Table 29. RiskML Construct: Situation 

Construct Situation 

Definition A situation is a partial state-of-affairs where some facts are true, others false, and 
some neither true nor false 

Description Situations are a neutral concept used to represent arbitrary statements about the 
world [Siena+12_bookmark178]. A situation is expressed by means of a 
proposition. The proposition is true if the facts that it describes are true. The facts 
described by a proposition are not exhaustive. Different events are likely to happen 
in different situations; a situation, which raises the likelihood that a certain event 
happen, is the event’s cause. However, not necessarily an event is dangerous; a 
situation, which raises the dangerousness of the event, is the event’s relevance. 

Symbol 

 

Example “A tutorial is available”, “There have not been commits since the last 30 days” and 
“There are bugs that need to be fixed” are propositions expressing situations. While 
the second one can be clearly evaluated as true or false, the availability of a tutorial 
may be debatable, as it can be available but short or incomplete, may be outdated or 
subject to some registration. So in general, the value associated to a situation (i.e., 
the value indicating whether the situation holds or not) may again be a number in 
the range [0..1]. A special role is given to the case of missing knowledge, as we will 
fully describe in Section 7 and 8 

 

Table 30. RiskMLConstruct: Event 

Construct Event 

Definition An event is the occurrence, at a given place and time, of a change in circumstances 
(see also [Asnar+11] for the concept of risk event in requirements engineering). 

Description Events are expressed through proposition, which describe the change in the 
circumstances. Events are characterised by a time. The event is not observable to be 
true or false – or to happen or not to happen – at the time t0; it only will be true or 

false in a time tk , k > 0. 

Symbol 

 

Example For example “The community will lack to give support” is a proposition describing an 
event. As a comparison, a proposition such as “There is a lack of support in the 
community” describes a situation. 

Table 31 shows the list of attributes for the RiskML. 

Table 31. RiskML Attributes 

Attribute Definition 

Satisfaction A situation is satisfied if there is evidence that the state of affairs it describes 
holds. 

Likelihood An event is likely if it’s occurrence is possible 
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Significance An event is significant if its occurrence is perceived as negative with respect to 
some goals or assets. 

Exposure Probability and Criticality values are relevant to the extent that they tell us under- 
stand which events are potentially dangerous, that is, are risky. We call this 
Riskiness value. 

Satisfiability A goal is satisfiable if there is some evidence that it may be fulfilled in the 
future; if there is evidence that something may prevent the goal’s fulfilment, the 
goal is said to be threatened 

The following tables describes the RiskML relationships between constructs. 

Table 32. RiskML Relationship: Expose 

Relationship Expose 

Definition An Expose relation indicates that the occurrence of the relation’s source(s) may 
cause the occurrence of the relation’s target. 

Constrain From a situation to an event. If the situation is satisfied, then the event is possible. From 
an event to an event. If the source event is possible, then the target event is possible. 

Symbol 

 

Example If the activeness of an OSS community appears to be too low, this may mean that in 
the future the community’s activeness will fall completely, and the community will die. 
This is modelled through the Expose relation by saying that the situation of low 
community activeness exposes the event of community death. 

 

Table 33. RiskML Relationship: Protect 

Relationship Protect 

Definition A Protect relation indicates that the occurrence of the relation’s source(s) may pre- 
vent the occurrence of the relation’s target. 

Constrain From a situation to an event. If the situation is satisfied, then the event is 
neutralized. 

Symbol 

 

Example If there seems to be large number of downloads of a given OSS software project, this 
may mean that the interest towards the OSS project is high, and this may mean that 
hardly the OSS community will be left die. This is modelled through the Protect relation 
by saying that the situation of high interest towards the OSS project protects from the 
event of community death. 

 

Table 34. RiskML Relationship: Increase 

Relationship Expose 

Definition An Increase relation indicates that the occurrence of the relation’s source(s) causes the 
occurrence of the relation’s target to be perceived as critical. 

Constrain From a situation to an event. If the situation is satisfied, then the event is dangerous. 
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Symbol 

 

Example If a company, who wants to adopt a certain OSS software, needs to maintain its final 
product for a medium-long period of time, this means that the presence of an active 
community behind the OSS project is considered important to its choice of adopting 
the OSS software. This is modelled through the Increase relation by saying that the 
need to maintain the final product increases the danger represented by a community 
death. 

 

Table 35. RiskML Relationship: Reduce 

Relationship Reduce 

Definition A Reduce relation indicates that the occurrence of the relation’s source(s) causes the 
occurrence of the relation’s target to be perceived as not significant. 

Constrain From a situation to an event. If the situation is satisfied, then the event is inoffensive. 

Symbol 

  

Example If a company wants to decrease its risk exposure to the possibility of community 
death, it may decide to implement a plugin architecture; so in its vision, if the OSS 
community will die, the plugin-based architecture will allow to quickly switch to a 
different component, thus reducing the severity of the risk impact. This is modelled 
through the Mitigate relation by saying that a plugin-based architecture mitigates the 
consequences of community death. 

 

Table 36. RiskML Relationship: Indicate 

Relationship Indicate 

Definition An Indicate relation indicates to what extent the value of a source Indicator makes 
the target Situation satisfied. 

Transformation Functions. An indicator depends on the underlying measure(s) 
through e certain function. A transformation function maps absolute numbers of 
measures onto indicator intervals [0..1]. Function can be of different nature. Pure 
mathematical functions, such as 1-(1/(x+1)), depend only on the measurement; more 
sophisticated functions depend on other statistical parameters, such as the standard 
deviation of the measures. Transformation function can be customized using 
embedded JavaScript code. The precise transformation function is embedded into the 
mode files, and is called by the risk analysis engine when a risk analysis is executed 
on that model. 

Constrain From an Indicator to a Situation, through a transformation function. 

Symbol 

 

Example To detect the potential risk of community death, two possible indicators are the 
number of posts per month in the OSS project mailing list and the number of open 
critical bugs. The number of posts per month indicates whether there is activeness 
high enough, while the number or open critical bugs informs on the project’s 
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timeliness. However, the two measures are expressed in completely different scales 
and ranges. To normalize these indicators, two Indicate relations can be used to 
associate the indicators to the situation of interest (e.g., “high activeness” and 
“timeliness”), and the measure translated into a satisfaction evidence in the range 
0..1. To do this we use transformation functions. 

 

Table 37. RiskML Relationship: Impact 

Relationship Impact 

Definition An Impact relation indicates that if the relation’s sources are critical, their 
occurrence causes a negative impact on the relation’s target. 

Constrain From an event to a Goal. 

Symbol 

 

Example If a company has to provide support to its customers on its final product, if the 
event of community death will get realised, the company will be unable to 
further provide support. This is modelled through the Impact relation by saying 
that a community death risk impacts the goal of providing support to final 
product. 

3.2.2 Risk models persistency (new) 

RiskML models are stored into xml files. The DTD of the RikML xml files is reported below. The 

XML schema is detailed in deliverable D2.3 (Appendix A), and an example of the RiskML 

license risk file in D2.3, Appendix B. 

<!ELEMENT riscoss (model+)> 

<!ELEMENT diagram (entities, relationships)> 

<!ELEMENT entities ((indicator | situation | event | goal)*)> 

<!ELEMENT relationships ((indicate | expose | protect | increase | 

reduce | impact)*)> 

<!ATTLIST indicate target IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST indicate source IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST indicate weight CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST indicate function CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST expose target IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST expose source IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST expose weight CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST expose function CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST protect target IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST protect source IDREF #REQUIRED> 
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<!ATTLIST protect weight CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST protect function CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST increase target IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST increase source IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST increase weight CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST increase function CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST reduce target IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST reduce source IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST reduce weight CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST reduce function CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST impact target IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST impact source IDREF #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST impact weight CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST impact function CDATA ""> 

<!ELEMENT indicator (property*)> 

<!ELEMENT situation (property*)> 

<!ELEMENT event (property*)> 

<!ELEMENT goal (property*)> 

<!ATTLIST indicator id ID #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST indicator input CDATA "false"> 

<!ATTLIST indicator label CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST indicator question CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST indicator datatype #IMPLIED "real"> 

<!ATTLIST indicate min CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST indicate max CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ATTLIST situation id ID #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST event label CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST event id ID #REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST event label CDATA ""> 

<!ATTLIST event output CDATA "true"> 

<|ATTLIST property name (input | label | question | datatype | output 

| min | max)> 

<|ATTLIST property value #REQUIRED> 
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4 A Catalogue of OSS Adoption Strategies Models (reviewed) 

As stated above, for defining the OSS Ecosystem ontology we have developed a catalogue of 

models for the different OSS business strategies (proposed in D3.1) that and OSS Adopter 

could face. Each adoption strategy model focuses on the portion of the OSS ecosystem that is 

influenced by its corresponding OSS strategy for the OSS Adopter. Therefore, only the rational 

of OSS Adopter Organisation actor is developed, the OSS Community actor kept closed. 

The strategies identified in D3.1 are: OSS integration, OSS initiative, OSS takeover, OSS fork, 

OSS acquisition, OSS release and OSS services. The catalogue includes models for all of them 

except for OSS services. The reason is that the OSS services strategy does not necessarily 

require neither active involvement in an OSS community nor OSS development activities. 

Furthermore, the OSS services strategy can be used in combination with any other one and 

then the pattern of the combined strategy should be applied. The identified strategies are being 

reconsidered as explained in D3.2. In particular, the addition of strategies for OSS in-house 

production and OSS as infrastructure and the elimination of the OSS release strategy are being 

evaluated. The present catalogue is aligned with the strategies initially identified in D3.1. 

Nevertheless, its evolution will be determined by the result of the mentioned evaluation. 

The catalogue of models has been developed using i*. i* is an intentional actor-oriented 

modelling and analysis framework, which supports representing and analysing synergistic and 

conflicting stakeholder interests and decision-making within and across organizational settings. 

The i* framework and its general application to RISCOSS is described in Section 3.1. In this 

section we use the i* framework to develop a catalogue of models for OSS adoption strategies. 

The models presented in this document are an upgraded version of the models included in 

D1.2, the main difference concerns to the inclusion of strategic goals and subgoals. The 

inclusion of the strategic goals include two kind of elements in the models: 

 Strategic goals and subgoals that are related to the adopter organization business goals. 

These goals identify some high-level level goals that are directly impacted for the 

adoption strategy beyond the technical issues of adopting an OSS component.  

 Required goals, subgoals and tasks related to the technical issues of adopting an OSS 

and the involvement in the OSS community that produces it. 

The following subsections describe the overall analysis and the proposed patterns. Each 

subsection, except the first one, describes a single pattern in a self-contained way. 

4.1 Overall analysis 

The main actors that form an OSS ecosystem are: (1) the company that adopts the OSS and (2) 

the OSS community of the adopted software. The activities performed and the resources 

produced by each of these actors vary significantly depending on the OSS adoption strategy 

giving raise to different ecosystem models.  
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Hence, to give a general overview of the strategy models we provide an overall analysis that 

takes as departing point the activities and resources defined in Section 2 and shows which actor 

(or actors) perform each activity or produce each resource depending on the OSS adoption 

strategy. This is described in Table 38, each row corresponds to an activity/resource and each 

column corresponds to a particular adoption strategy. The table provides the mapping of 

activities/resources to its corresponding actors depending on the OSS adoption strategy.  

As mentioned above, for most strategies the main actors involved are the OSS adopter 

organization and the OSS community (referred to as Company and OSS Com in Table 38, 

respectively). In the case of the fork strategy, since it consists on creating an OSS community 

by producing an own independent version of a software that is available from an existing OSS 

community, the OSS ecosystem includes an additional actor corresponding to the existing OSS 

community (called Old OSS Com in Table 38). 

Table 38: Mapping activities and resources onto OSS adoption strategies 

 Integration Initiative Takeover Fork Acquisi-
tion 

Release 

Act-SEL Company  Company Company Company  

Act-DEP Company Company Company Company Company Company 

Act-DEV OSS Com Company OSS Com Old OSS 
Com 

OSS Com  

Act-INT Company Company Company Company Company Company 

Act-TEST      Company 

Act-TEST-Comp OSS Com OSS Com OSS Com OSS Com OSS Com  

Act-TEST-Prod Company Company Company Company Company  

Act-MAINT-Comp OSS Com OSS Com OSS Com OSS Com OSS Com  

Act-MAINT-Prod Company Company Company Company Company Company 

Act-NewCOMM  Company  Company   

Act-DECIDE-
Roadmap 

OSS Com OSS Com Company OSS Com OSS Com  

Act-DECIDE-Acc OSS Com OSS Com Company OSS Com OSS Com  

Act-DECIDE-
Wishlist 

Company Company  Company   

Act-RELEASE OSS Com Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com Old OSS 
Com  OSS 
Com 

OSS Com Company 

Act-RepPATCH Company Company Company Company   

Act-PATCH Company Company Company Company   

Act-RepBUG Company Company Company Company   

Act-SUPP Company Company Company Company   

Act-ACQ-Tech Company Company Company Company Company Company 
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Act-ACQ-Man Company Company Company Company   

Act-LEARN Company  Company Company Company  

Res-OSS-Comp OSS Com Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com Old OSS 
Com  OSS 
Com 

OSS Com Company 

Res-Tech-DOCUM OSS Com Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com Old OSS 
Com  OSS 
Com 

OSS Com Company 

Res-User-DOCUM OSS Com Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com Old OSS 
Com  OSS 
Com 

OSS Com Company 

Res-PATCH Company Company Company Company   

Res-BUG Company 

OSS Com 

Company 

OSS Com 

Company 

OSS Com 

Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com  

Res-
NEWFEATURE 

Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com OSS Com Company 

OSS Com 

OSS Com  

Res-ROADMAP OSS Com Company Company OSS Com OSS Com  

Since the purpose of the following models is to serve as a basis for reasoning about the risks 

the company might have when adopting OSS software, the focus of the i* adoption strategy 

models is more on the company actor side than on the OSS community actor side. These 

models represent in detail the strategic rational model of the OSS adopter organization actor 

and the dependencies that exist between the adopter organization actor and the OSS 

community actor. By contrast, the OSS community strategic rational model is not included.  

The strategic rational models of the OSS adopter organization actor provided by the different 

strategies present the intentional elements of the OSS adopter organization that are determined 

by its OSS adoption strategy. Therefore, each model focuses on the portion of the company 

strategic rational model that is influenced by its corresponding OSS adoption strategy and only 

includes a reduced set of business goals related to its OSS policy. Nevertheless, these 

intentional elements are certainly related to the more general business goals of the company 

since they may contribute to their attainment.  

4.2 OSS Integration Adoption Strategy 

The OSS integration adoption strategy requires sharing and co-creation of OSS between the 

company and the OSS community (see D3.1, Section 4). This collaboration means a give and 

take to the benefit of all involved parties. For instance, the company might use existing open 

source software or components that have been developed by the community, and repay in 

terms of bug reports, patches, etc. 

Figure 31 depicts the i* model for the integration strategy. In the following we describe its main 

elements. 
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The company strategic rational model includes a central task Integrate OSS Component. This 

task contributes to the strategic goals and it is decomposed by all the goals, softgoals and task 

needed in order to apply this strategy. 

The task Integrate OSS Component is composed primarily by all the activities that the company 

performs to select and use the OSS component and test and maintain the software product 

where the component is used. They are: Act-SEL, Act-DEP or Act-INT, Act-TEST-Prod and Act-

MAINT-Prod. The company needs the OSS component and its documentation for these 

activities and depends on the OSS community to obtain it as shown by the dependency with 

dependum Res-OSS-Comp-with-Docum. Additionally, good technical skills are required as 

represented by the softgoal Technical Quality. Activities Act-ACQ-Tech and Act-LEARN 

contribute to achieve this kind of skills. 

These activities are complemented by the goal OSS Community Contributed that groups all the 

activities that the company develops as part of its co-creation and collaboration with the 

community. These activities may be reporting bugs, developing and reporting patches or other 

forms of support such as sponsoring events. They are: Act-RepBUG, Act-PATCH, Act-

RepPATCH and Act-SUPP. There are some dependencies relating the bug and patch activities 

with the maintenance of the component in charge of the OSS community (Act-MAINT-Comp) 

and the goal Supporting Activities Held of the community depends on the company activity Act-

SUPP. These dependencies reflect the collaboration between the community and the company. 

To be accepted by the community as contributor is required to have the possibility to collaborate 

as shown by the dependency with dependum Acceptance as Contributor. For an advantageous 

co-creation the contribution must be aligned to the OSS community culture, this is represented 

by the softgoal According to OSS Community Practices. The activity Act-ACQ-Man that 

depends on the community to obtain the relevant knowledge contributes to it. 

A feature of the integration strategy is that the company relies partly on the successive releases 

of the adopted OSS component produced by the community for the maintenance of the product. 

The company expects to influence the community roadmap as part of the give and take that 

characterizes this strategy. The softgoal OSS Comp Evolves towards Desired Features under 

the maintenance activity shows this dependency with respect to the roadmap decided by the 

community. The company should define its expectations for the evolution of the OSS 

component as illustrated by its activity Act-DECIDE-Wishlist. The community may eventually 

take this whishlist to decide its roadmap as represented by the dependency with dependum 

Res-NEWFEATURE. The maintenance activity of the company also depends on the Quality of 

the Evolved OSS Component provided by the OSS community. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the adopter organization is interested in taking 

benefit from co-creation (softgoal Benefit from co-creation taken), in order to achieve this 

strategic goal, the company needs to get involved in the OSS component development (softgoal 

OSS involvement) in order to influence in the evolution of it (softgoal OSS evolution influenced). 
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Figure 31: i* model for the OSS integration adoption strategy (v2.0) 

4.3 OSS Initiative Adoption Strategy 

The OSS initiative adoption strategy requires to initiate an OSS project and to establish a 

community and business ecosystem around it (see D3.1, Section 4). The initiative models have 

been reviewed from previous deliverable (D1.2) and we discard the option of leaving to the 

community or exercised by the company. Therefore we only have 1 model for the initiative 

strategy, the one for the case in which the company exercises control. 

The company strategic rational model includes a central task Perform OSS Initiative. This task 

contributes to the strategic goals and it is decomposed by all the goals, softgoals and task 

needed in order to apply this strategy. 

The task Perform OSS Initiative is composed by the activities of building the initial OSS 

component, releasing it, establishing the OSS community around it and managing the 

community (Act-DEV, Act-RELEASE, Act-New-COMM and Manage OSS Community, 

respectively). Community managerial skills are required both to create and manage the 

community as represented by the task Act-ACQ-Man. To manage the community implies to take 

decisions such as those related to the roadmap and the acceptance of contributors (Act-

DECIDE-Roadmap and Act-DECIDE-Acc). For this management to be effective it is required 

that the community accepts it, as represented by the dependency with dependum Company 
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Management Accepted. Additionally, the root task also includes the activities of deploying the 

component or integrating it in a software product and testing and maintaining that product (Act-

DEP or Act-INT, Act-TEST-Prod and Act-MAINT-Prod). Good technical skills are required as 

represented by the softgoal Technical Quality. Activity Act-ACQ-Tech contributes to achieve 

this. The company uses the successive releases of the OSS component and their 

documentation (dependency with dependum Res-OSS-Comp-with-Docum) for the maintenance 

of the product. The management exercised by the company contributes to the softgoal OSS 

Comp Evolves towards Desired Features under the maintenance activity. The maintenance 

activity of the company also depends on the Quality of the Evolved OSS Component provided 

by the OSS community. 

In order to maintain its product, the company also includes the goal OSS Community 

Contributed, that groups all the activities that the company develops as part of its co-creation 

and collaboration with the community. These activities may be reporting bugs, developing and 

reporting patches or other forms of support such as sponsoring events. They are: Act-RepBUG, 

Act-PATCH, Act-RepPATCH and Act-SUPP. There are some dependencies relating the bug 

and patch activities with the maintenance of the component done by the OSS community (Act-

MAINT-Comp) and the goal Supporting Activities Held of the community has a dependency on 

the company activity Act-SUPP. These dependencies reflect the collaboration between the 

community and the company. Since the company manages the community, it does not need to 

be accepted as contributor, but for an advantageous co-creation the contribution must be 

aligned to the OSS community culture, as represented by the softgoal According to OSS 

Community Practices.  

In this case the adopter organization is interested in providing OSS solutions (goal OSS 

solutions provided) controlling its evolution (goal Steer OSS component evolution). But, the 

organization is also interested in taking benefit from co-creation (softgoal Benefit from co-

creation taken), otherwise it is not creating an OSS community around the OSS component. In 

order to in order to achieve previous strategic goals, the company needs to get involved in the 

OSS component development (softgoal OSS involvement). 
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Figure 32: i* model for the OSS initiative adoption strategy (v2.0) 

4.4 OSS Takeover Adoption Strategy 

The OSS takeover business strategy means to take over an existing project/community and to 

control and steer the development (see D3.1, Section 4). Hence this strategy has some 

similarities with the initiative strategy when the company exercises control. The main difference 

is that, in the takeover case, the OSS community already existed and it is not created by the 

company. 

Figure 33 depicts the i* model for the takeover strategy. In the following we describe its main 

elements. 

The company strategic rational model includes a central task Takeover OSS Community. This 

task contributes to the strategic goals and it is decomposed by all the goals, softgoals and task 

needed in order to apply this strategy. 

The task Takeover OSS Community is composed primarily by all the activities that the company 

performs to select and use the OSS component, test and maintain the OSS product where it is 

used and controlling the community (Act-SEL, Act-DEP or Act-INT, Act-TEST-Prod and Act-

MAINT-Prod and Manage OSS Community). Good technical skills are required as represented 

by the softgoal Technical Quality. Activity Act-ACQ-Tech contributes to achieve this. The 

company needs the OSS component and its documentation for many of those activities and 

depends on the releases performed by the OSS community to obtain it as shown by the 
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dependency with dependum Res-OSS-Comp-with-Docum. The company tries to manage the 

community. This management implies to take decisions such as those related to the roadmap 

and the acceptance of contributors (Act-DECIDE-Roadmap and Act-DECIDE-Acc). For this 

management to be possible, it is required that the community accepts it, as represented by the 

dependency with dependum Company Management Accepted. Community managerial skills 

are required as represented by the task Act-ACQ-Man. The management exercised by the 

company contributes to the softgoal OSS Comp Evolves towards Desired Features under the 

maintenance activity. The maintenance activity of the company also depends on the Quality of 

the Evolved OSS Component provided by the OSS community. 

In order to maintain its product, the goal OSS Community Contributed groups all the activities 

that the company develops to contribute to the community. These activities may be reporting 

bugs, developing and reporting patches or other forms of support such as sponsoring events. 

They are: Act-RepBUG, Act-PATCH, Act-RepPATCH and Act-SUPP. There are some 

dependencies relating the bug and patch activities with the maintenance of the component done 

by the OSS community (Act-MAINT-Comp) and the goal Supporting Activities Held of the 

community depends on the company activity Act-SUPP. Since the company manages the 

community, it does not need to be accepted as contributor but, for an advantageous co-creation, 

the contribution must be aligned to the OSS community culture. This is represented by the 

softgoal According to OSS Community Practices.  

In this case, like in the initiative model, the OSS adopter organization also wants to control the 

evolution of the OSS Component (goal Steer OSS component evolution) in order to take benefit 

from co-creation (softgoal Benefit from co-creation taken. In order to in order to achieve 

previous strategic goals, the company needs to get involved in the OSS component 

development (softgoal OSS involvement). 
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Figure 33: i* model for the OSS takeover adoption strategy (v2.0) 

4.5 OSS Fork Adoption Strategy 

The OSS fork adoption strategy means to create an own independent version of the software 

that is available from an OSS project or community (see D3.1, Section 4). This strategy implies 

that the company has to invest its effort creating a new community and leaving the control to it. 

Once the community is created, the company behaviour is similar to that of the integration 

strategy. For instance, the company might use open source software or components that have 

been developed by the new community, and repay in terms of bug reports, patches, etc. 

Figure 34 depicts the i* model for the fork strategy. In the following we describe its main 

elements. 

The OSS ecosystem of the fork strategy includes two OSS community actors: (1) one 

corresponding to the existing community that provides the initial software called Old OSS Com 

in the pattern and (2) the newly created community named OSS Com.  

The company strategic rational model includes a central task Perform OSS Fork. This task 

contributes to the strategic goals and it is decomposed by all the goals, softgoals and task 

needed in order to apply this strategy. 

The task Perform OSS Fork is composed primarily by all the activities that the company 

performs to use the OSS component and test and maintain the OSS product where it is used, 

jointly to the selection of the component to be forked and the creation of the new community. 
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The activities for using the component and testing and maintaining the product where it is used 

are: Act-DEP or Act-INT, Act-TEST-Prod and Act-MAINT-Prod. Good technical skills are 

required as represented by the softgoal Technical Quality. Activities Act-ACQ-Tech and Act-

LEARN contribute to achieve this kind of skills. The activity Act-SEL corresponds to the 

selection of the existing component (provided by the existing community). The company gets 

the component from Old OSS Com as shown by the dependency with dependum RES-OSS-

Com-with-Docum. The activity Act-NewCOMM creates the forked community and provides it the 

first version of the component to be maintained, as shown by the dependency with dependum 

RES-OSS-Com-with-Docum from the company to the new OSS community. 

In order to maintain its product, the goal OSS Community Contributed groups all the activities 

that the company develops to contribute to the new community. These activities may be 

reporting bugs, developing and reporting patches or other forms of support such as sponsoring 

events. They are: Act-RepBUG, Act-PATCH, Act-RepPATCH and Act-SUPP. There are some 

dependencies relating the bug and patch activities with the maintenance of the component done 

by the OSS community (Act-MAINT-Comp) and the goal Supporting Activities Held of the new 

community depends on the company activity Act-SUPP. These dependencies show the 

collaboration between the community and the company. Since the company has created the 

new community, it does not need to be accepted as contributor, but for an advantageous co-

creation the contribution must be aligned to the OSS community culture, as represented by the 

softgoal According to OSS Community Practices. The activity Act-ACQ-Man contributes to it. 

A feature of the fork strategy is that the company relies partly on the successive releases of the 

adopted OSS component produced by the new community for the maintenance of its product. 

The company expects to influence the community roadmap. The softgoal OSS Comp Evolves 

towards Desired Features under the maintenance activity shows this dependency with respect 

to the roadmap decided by the community. The company expectations for the evolution of the 

OSS component are the result of the activity Act-DECIDE-Wishlist. The community may 

eventually take this whishlist to decide its roadmap as represented by the dependency with 

dependum Res-NEWFEATURE. The maintenance activity of the company also depends on the 

Quality of the Evolved OSS Component provided by the OSS community. 

A company needs to perform a fork for an existing OSS project because the evolution of the 

OSS component does not fit with its needs (Independent OSS component version get). In this 

case the adopter organization does not want to control the OSS component evolution, but it 

wants to perform some influence (softgoal OSS evolution influenced), in order to take benefit 

from co-creation (softgoal Benefit from co-creation taken). In order to in order to achieve 

previous strategic goals, the company needs to get involved in the OSS component 

development (softgoal OSS involvement). 
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Figure 34: i* model for the OSS fork adoption strategy (v2.0) 

4.6 OSS Acquisition Adoption Strategy 

The OSS acquisition business strategy implies trying to benefit from existing OSS code and 

community support without paying back to the community (see D3.1, Section 4). Therefore, in 

this case there is no collaboration between the company and the community. The company is 

only interested in using an existing open source software or component but it does not rely on 

the community for its maintenance (if maintenance is needed). 

Figure 35 depicts the i* model for the acquisition strategy. In the following we describe its main 

elements. 

The company strategic rational model includes a central element: the task Acquire OSS 

Component. This task contributes to the strategic goals and it is decomposed by all the goals, 

softgoals and task needed in order to apply this strategy. 

The task Acquire OSS Component is composed primarily by all the activities that the company 

performs to select, use, test and maintain its product, which includes the OSS component. They 
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are: Act-SEL, Act-DEP or Act-INT, Act-TEST-Prod and Act-MAINT-Prod. The company needs 

the OSS component and its documentation and depends on the OSS community to obtain it as 

shown by the dependency with dependum Res-OSS-Comp-with-Docum. Additionally, good 

technical skills are required as represented by the softgoal Technical Quality. Activities Act-

ACQ-Tech and Act-LEARN contribute to achieve this kind of skills. 

In this strategy, the company is interested on using the OSS component (goal Take benefit from 

OSS community), but it is not necessarily interested on the successive releases of the adopted 

OSS component produced by the community for the maintenance of its product (goal Do not 

care OSS evolution for maintenance). And for this purpose it does not need to be involved in the 

OSS community that produces that OSS component (softgoal OSS involvement minimised). In 

the future, the company could be interested in new versions, but then the adoption strategy 

should be reconsidered and decided if the acquisition is already suitable or if the organization 

should embrace one of the other strategies. 

 
Figure 35: i* model for the OSS acquisition adoption strategy (v2.0) 

4.7 OSS Release Adoption Strategy 

The OSS release adoption strategy implies that the company releases own software as OSS 

but does not care about whether or not a community evolves around it or an existing community 

makes use of it or develops it further (see D3.1, Section 4). Therefore, in this case there is no 

community involved in the ecosystem. The rationale behind this strategy may be to affect an 

emerging market by releasing software as OSS in order to control potential competitors. 
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Figure 36 depicts the i* model for the release strategy. In the following we describe its main 

elements.  

The company strategic rational model includes only one root element: the task Perform OSS 

Release. 

The task Perform OSS Release is composed primarily by all the activities that the company 

performs to develop, use, test and maintain its software, jointly to the activity of releasing it as 

OSS component. They are: Act-DEV, Act-DEP or Act-INT, Act-TEST, Act-MAINT-Prod and Act-

RELEASE. The company produces the OSS component and its documentation and the users 

that adopt this code (represented by the OSS User actor) depend on the company to obtain it as 

shown by the dependency with dependum Res-OSS-Comp-with-Docum. Additionally, good 

technical skills are required as represented by the softgoal Technical Quality. Activity Act-ACQ-

Tech contributes to achieve this kind of skills. 

In this strategy, the organization only wants to release some product under an OSS License 

(goal OSS solutions provided) without any interest on the OSS community that can be created 

around it (goal No OSS involvement). 

 
Figure 36: i* model for the OSS release adoption strategy (v2.0) 
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5 Modelling Methodologies and Techniques for OSS Ecosystems 

Since research in ecosystems from a software engineering perspective is quite new 

[Jansen+09], little work to-date has been done to offer organizations modeling tools and 

techniques to support them in representing, understanding and evaluating the strategic aspects 

to its participants.  

Given this situation, in the project proposal we emphasized the need of methodologies and 

techniques for modeling and analysing OSS ecosystems. 

From the study of concepts and research done in the area of OSS Ecosystems (see RISCOSS 

Ontology in Section 2), we further understood that to represent and analyse diverse synergistic 

and conflicting interests and decision-making of multiple stakeholders involved in the OSS 

ecosystem, we needed to separate diverse concerns. Therefore, the concept of ecosystem has 

some variants that should be analysed and modelled. 

 OSS Project Ecosystem: It refers to the OSS community, their elements and 

relationships with other external stakeholders (e.g., companies, foundations) that play a 

crucial role on the organization and subsistence of the project.  

 OSS Adopter Ecosystem:  It refers to the specific organization that is planning to adopt 

OSS. Such ecosystem represents mainly the specific context of the organization that 

would be affected by a potential adoption. It is done to further understand its pursued 

adoption goals, resourced and dependencies. 

 OSS Ecosystem: refers to the mapping of the OSS Project Ecosystem with the OSS 

adopter Ecosystem. The aim is to identify potential conflicting interests and risks. 

In the context of this project, we refer to all these ecosystems as OSS ecosystems and all of 

them are crucial to understand potential risks. 

The following subsections detail the proposed methodologies and techniques for modelling and 

analysing OSS ecosystems.  

5.1 RiSD-ECO: Methodology for modelling OSS Ecosystems (D1.1) 

In order to develop the different models for the different use case, we have used the RiSD 

methodology [Franch+06]. Such methodology was conceived for guiding the construction of i* 

diagrams whilst improving the understandability and traceability of the produced models.  It 

provides prescription for building Strategic Dependency (SD) diagrams.  

The RiSD method consists of three phases (see Figure 37). Phase I deals with the analysis of 

the domain of the social system of interest. Phase II addresses the construction of an SD model 

that constitutes the social system model. This model is characterized by the fact that it does not 

include the software system and therefore it focuses on the stakeholder needs. In phase III, the 

software system is incorporated to obtain a new SD model reconfigured around this new 

component. The SD model obtained at the end of this third phase is the socio-technical system 

model. 
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The three phases are conceived to be carried out one after the other; however, as it is the usual 

case in sequential processes, backward transitions are allowed to correct mistakes, add new 

knowledge, or improve models.  

At phase I the domain of interest is analysed to obtain the necessary knowledge before starting 

the model construction activities. Domain analysis techniques may be applied and different 

artefacts may be built. At the end of the phase, the general objective of the system shall be 

identified. 

The social system model is constructed iteratively. It begins with the identification of an initial set 

of social actors involved in the addressed problem and their main goals. Then, strategic 

dependencies among actors are identified and declared by default as goal dependencies. The 

next activity classifies definitively the added dependencies as goal, task, softgoal or resource. 

To assist in this classification, RiSD provides clear cut criteria by means of short, concise and 

focused questions. Also the name of the dependum may be slightly modified, in order to make it 

suitable to the type of dependency and to comply with vocabulary conventions. At this point, a 

first version of the social system model is obtained. If new actors or new dependencies have to 

be incorporated to the model, in order to support the existing elements, the process iterates. 

The socio-technical system model construction is also iterative. It begins with the inclusion in 

the social system model of the software system as a new actor (with its main goal). Next, the 

existing dependencies are analysed to decide if their depender or dependee must change to be 

the new software system actor. Afterwards, the system may be decomposed into subsystems 

(modelled as subactors of the software system actor using the PART constructor) and the 

existing dependencies are refined into new ones that involve the subsystems. Probably other 

new dependencies will be necessary to state how subsystems depend on each other. Like in 

phase II, first of all the added dependencies are goal dependencies and then they may be 

classified and renamed taking into account the suitable type of dependum. Finally, in the same 

way than in the social model, the process iterates in case that new actors or new dependencies 

have to be incorporated to the model to support the existing elements. 
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Figure 37. The phases and activities of the RiSD method.3 

                                                

 
3 Figure extracted from [Franch06]. 
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5.1.1 The use of RiSD for RISCOSS 

RiSD was originally conceived to support the Software Requirements Engineering phase; 

therefore, it is commonly used to model the rationale behind the Software construction. As we 

expect to apply RiSD as a basis for the specification of a methodology for modelling OSS-based 

ecosystems, we are progressively adapting its original activities to activities that shape the 

needs and characteristics of OSS-based ecosystems.  So far, such adaptation could be 

describes as follows: 

 Phase I: Domain Analysis (same than RiSD). In this case, we have been interacting 

directly in the activities of describing the RISCOSS use cases (see T5.1) in order to 

gather all the information to be included in the models. The use cases provide a 

complete list of actors considered in the different ecosystems.  For each actor, we have 

elicited the list of their main goals and dependencies to other actors. 

 Phase II: Social System Construction. In this step the OSS Adopter and/or OSS Project 

ecosystems are modelled as single actors, and the dependencies to other “external” 

actors are considered. The detail about the activities in this phase is stated below: 

 Activity II.1. Identify departing actors: the departing actors for the OSS Business 

Ecosystem are the actor representing the Adopter Ecosystem and the OSS 

Project Ecosystem to be adopted. Both treated as black boxes. 

 Activity II.2. Establish goal dependencies among actors: we have collected this 

information in the Actor-dependency description provided for the use cases 

description (WP5). In this activity all the dependums are included as intentional 

element type “goal”. 

 Activity II.3. Classify and rename the dependum of the added 

dependencies. Dependums’ type should be identified and the name should be 

adjusted to the type (RiSD provide some rules for this purpose). 

 Activity II.4. Checking for new actors and/or dependencies (establishing new 

dependencies between actors and classifying and renaming dependums).  

 Phase III: Socio-Technical System Construction. As RiSD was originally conceived for 

software development instead of ecosystems, the activities of this phase have been 

tailored to approach the concept of ecosystems. Different actors to be considered as part 

of the ecosystem and their dependencies are included in the model. In our adaptation, 

we needed to change the concept of software system for OSS-based ecosystem and 

subsystems by actors that conforms the OSS-based ecosystem. 

 Activity III.1. Including the software system in the social system model. In our 

case, the actors representing the Adopter Ecosystem and/or the OSS Project 

Ecosystem are already included. Therefore, this activity is dismissed. 

 Activity III.2. Identifying subsystems of the software system. We need to identify 

the actors that conforms the OSS-based ecosystem (using is-part-of links) 

included in the diagram (Adopter Ecosystem and/or Project Ecosystems). We 

have collected this information in the Actor-dependency description provided for 

the use cases description (WP5). 

 Activity III.3. Refining software system (OSS-based ecosystem) dependencies. 
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 Activity III.4. Identifying subsystems (actors that conforms the OSS-based 

ecosystem) dependencies. 

 Iteratively: 

o Activity III.5. Classifying and renaming dependums. 

o Activity III.6. Check for new actors and/or dependencies. 

As stated above, the Phase I remains the same as in RiSD while the Phase II and Phase III 

have been tailored to the OSS-based ecosystem needs. In Phase II, the actors involved in the 

ecosystem are considered, and Phase III integrates the discovery of actors involved in the OSS 

ecosystems.  Table 39 shows details of the adaptations to RiSD for OSS-based ecosystems. 

Table 39. RiSD versus RiSD-ECO for OSS-Based Ecosystems activities. 

  RiSD RiSD for Ecosystems 

P
h

a
s

e
 I
I 

Activity II.1 Identifying departing actors Identifying departing actors including 
OSS Adopter and/or OSS Project as 
an actor 

Activity II.2 Establish goal dependencies 
among actors 

Establish goal dependencies among 
actors 

Activity II.3 Classify and rename dependums Classify and rename dependums 

Activity II.4 Check for new actors and 
dependencies 

Check for new actors (no related to 
stakeholders inside the OSS Adopter 
and/or OSS Project) and 
dependencies 

P
h

a
s

e
 I
II

 

Activity III.1 Include Software System -- 

Activity III.2 Identify subsystems (using is-part-
of link) 

Identify OSS Adopter’s and/or OSS 
Project’s actors (using is-part-of link) 

Activity III.3 Refine software system 
dependencies 

Refine OSS Adopter and/or OSS 
Project’s actors dependencies 

Activity III.4 Identify subsystems dependencies Identify Adoper and/or OSS Project`s 
actors dependencies 

Activity III.5 Classify and rename dependums Classify and rename dependums 

Activity III.6 Check for new actors and 
dependencies 

Check for new actors (specializations 
and aggregations) and dependencies 

The activities of the adapted RiSD stated in Table 39 for OSS-Based Ecosystems are illustrated 

by means of an example. The example refers to the models corresponding to the XWiki use 

case. Figure 38 shows the OSS Business ecosystem model including the departing actors 

(activity II.1), after establishing dependencies (activity II.2) and classifying dependums (activity 

II.3). This use case corresponds to a company (XWiki SAS) that takes profit of an OSS Project 

(XWiki ORG) that the company initially created. XWiki SAS (Adopter) has Clients that needs 

XWiki ORG software (OSS Project) customisations.  In order to take profit XWiki SAS needs to 

maintain the XWiki alive, taking care about the XWiki ORG code quality, good XWiki ORG 

community responsiveness, etc. In this case, the company is the responsible to define the OSS 

project roadmap and development guidelines. The External OSS actor has been included as 
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departing actors but it could have appear during the activity II.4 (discovering new actors and 

dependencies). 

Notice that RiSD also recommend developing some SR Diagrams in order to discover new 

dependencies, the following examples only shows SD Diagrams, although some of the actors’ 

SR Diagrams have been also developed. 

 
Figure 38. XWiki Model (Activity II.3). 
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In this case, RISCOSS is interested in the company and the OSS project ecosystems, therefore 

both actors need to be exploited in phase III separately. Figure 39 shows the first iteration of 

phase III for the company (XWiki SAS), modelling the different teams, and Figure 40 shows the 

last iteration, with all the company actors identified and the all the dependencies refined and 

reallocated to them. 

 
Figure 39. XWiki Model (Activity III.2) 
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Figure 40. XWiki Company Model (final version). 

The previous diagram is not including all the actors included in the previous steps (for example 

the “Teams” included in Figure 40), therefore it must be complemented by the SA Diagram 

(Figure 41) to have a complete view of the company ecosystem. During the activities related to 

refine dependencies, some of them are reallocate to other actors, for example, dependencies 

that arrives to the Support Team are reallocated to Support Manager or Support Engineer. After 

the reallocation, Support Team was a non-depended actor (actor without dependencies) and 

then it is not included in the following SD models. But, it still remains in the SA Diagram 

because it is part of the OSS-based ecosystem. 
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Figure 41. XWiki Company Actor Diagram. 

5.2 Using OSS Adoption Strategies for modelling OSS Ecosystems (D1.2) 

As explained in Section 3, the RISCOSS knowledge base manages a collection of models for 

OSS adoption strategies that can be considered as OSS ecosystem patterns. As any pattern-

based approach, the two related questions are: how to identify that a pattern applies in a certain 

scope, and how to refine a pattern for a specific situation. For the first question, we will link to 
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the business model level through a dedicated questionnaire (described in detail in D3.2). For the 

second question, it is necessary to provide concrete values to some pattern elements in order to 

build the ecosystem that applies in a certain scope. In addition, since more than one pattern 

may apply in a given scope, we need the ability to combine patterns in a single ecosystem. All 

of this is described in the rest of the section. 

5.2.1 Selection of OSS business strategy patterns 

The risk assessment is guided by the OSS business strategy that the company is following. This 

necessity is evidenced in Section 3, the patterns are organised depending on them. Therefore, 

one of the starting steps is choosing it. 

The information extracted from the questionnaire derived in the Organization Strategy Model, 

and applying the model matching technique explained in Section 5.4, at least one pattern is 

chosen. When more than one pattern applies, they will be combined in order to have a more 

accurate vision of the scope. 

5.2.2 Question-based stepwise refinement of models 

Once the most fitting pattern, or a combination of them, is chosen to be the starting point to 

develop the model associated to a scope, this model is refined iteratively in order to obtain the 

most detailed model that describes the associated scope. 

The process consists in extracting from the model the set of pending questions needed to refine 

it. The answers for these questions are gathered from the information asked to the user, and 

with this answers the model is refined and a new set of questions can arise. The process is 

repeated until there are no more pending questions.  

5.2.3 Instantiation of models 

As explained above, the RISCOSS platform bases its modelling features on the use of patterns, 

implemented as generic i* models that need to be instantiated to generate the concrete model 

for a concrete scope. These patterns are annotated in order to know which elements are 

candidates to be instantiated and which information from the platform should be used to this 

target.  

Models can be instantiated in two ways: 

 Renaming an element changing part of the name in order to have a more accurate 

description of the real case. 

 Choosing the alternative that better fits in the scope under treatment, from a set of 

existing alternatives. In this case the instantiation can contain only part of the possible 

alternatives. For the kept alternatives, the elements can be refined growing the model 

adding some elements associated to them.  

 

 

 

The instantiation can be triggered by 2 different situations: 
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 When the scope is created, the pattern behind the scope’s OSS business strategy is 

used to generate the first list of questions needed in order to start with the instantiation 

the pattern to the specific scope, as described in the two previous sections. 

 When the information bound to a scope is changed, the model associated to this scope 

is used to generate the list of pending questions to complete the instantiation. This 

change can be triggered by the user changing a scope data or automatically, when 

some monitored information has a new value. 

In both situations, when some answers are obtained, the elements related to these questions 

are processed and drive to the new set of questions. For each element associated to one of the 

questions, the element suffers some changes depending on the operation related to it.  

The example described in Figure 42, a simplified version of an OSS business strategy pattern, 

is the simplest case of instantiation that we can solve: some model elements changing the 

name in order to fit the reality of a specific company.  

 
Figure 42. SD pattern 

If we consider this model in the context of instantiation, it needs to be annotated with the 

adequate questions, see Figure 43. Then, the process of instantiation consists on asking these 

questions associated to the elements in order to obtain the concrete model shown in Figure 44. 

 
Figure 43. SD pattern annotated 

In this concrete example, question 3 is used for renaming 2 model elements, the actor OSS 

Community and the resource that represents the OSS Component provided by the OSS 

Community. 
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Figure 44. SD model instantiation 

This instantiation can become more difficult when some of the elements can be removed or 

added to the models depending on the answers to the associated questions. The following 

example shows the different changes that a model can suffer due to the instantiation. In the 

starting pattern shown in Figure 45, there are some questions for renaming some elements, as 

in the previous example, and one new question regarding the business strategy for increasing 

the company revenues (question 4). 

 

 
Figure 45. SR initial annotated pattern  

If the user chooses reducing cost as answer to question 4, the goal Cost Reduced is refined 

adding the related pattern elements to the scope model, resulting in the model shown in Figure 

46. It may be observed that a part of the renamed elements related to questions 1 and 2 and the 

removed alternative related to question 4; this new part of model includes some further 

questions that need to be answered, in particular question 5: the user needs to choose if the 
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organization is only using the component (deploy or integrate in the product) or if it is going to 

contribute in some way to the community. If the user chooses to contribute the community, the 

system will show the different alternatives (coding, giving support or involving the company in 

the community management, etc.) to be chosen answering question 6. 

Depending on the choices the user is guided to an adoption strategy. If the company is only 

going to use the component (no community contribution), the strategies can be acquisition or 

release. Otherwise, the possible strategies are integration, initiative, take over or fork.  

 
Figure 46. Instantiated model choosing reducing costs 

If the answer given to the question 5 is that the component is going to be used as part of the 

product, and the company is interested in contributing to the OSS Community (question 6) 

maintaining the component and giving support to the community the scope model will be refined 

with the patterns associated to these last kept element (using OSS, maintaining OSS and 

supporting OSS patterns) giving the resulting scope model shown in Figure 47.  
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Figure 47. SR scope model instantiated 

To sum up, we annotate the elements that can be instantiated with the operation to be applied 

in this instantiation. This element can be also related to some information that will be asked to 

the user in the form of question. Table 40 compiles the operations that can be applied and have 

appeared in the previous models. 

Table 40. Instantiation model operations 

Operation Behaviour 

rename The answer to the associated question replaces completely or partially the element 
name 

choose The answer to the associated question is the list of elements that are kept in the 
model 

refine No associated question. This operation is always associated to a choose operation. 
This operation refine the kept elements adding information after applying operation 
choose 

5.2.4 Combination of models 

As is mentioned in Subsection 5.2.1, more than one OSS business strategy can be applied in 

order to correctly describe a specific scope. In this case the combination of more than one 

pattern is needed. The result of this combination will be the starting point for the scope model 

instantiation. The main challenge of this combination is the management of possible duplicate 

elements from the different patterns. This duplicity can give as a result a model with combined 

alternatives for the same element. 

This necessity can also appear in other contexts, for example when more than one business 

model are needed in order to describe a scope. As a result of these possible future scenarios, 

we have defined the general operation merge responsible of combining 2 models. 
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5.2.5 Instantiation Operations definition 

This section contains the definition of the instantiation operations described in Section 5.2.3 

over the model definition included in Section 3.1.4.  

5.2.5.1 Renaming element 

Rationale. The name of an element needs to be changed in order to describe better the scope. 

The elements that allow renaming are the elements that have an associated name: actor and 

intentional elements. The intentional elements can be located inside an actor (internal) or as a 

dependum in a dependency link. Therefore, we need to define 3 separate functions depending 

on the element to be renamed: actor, internal IE and dependum. 

Declaration. renameActor(M, a, n), being: 

 M = (A, DL, DP, AL), an i* model 

 a = (na, IEa, IELa), a  A 

 n the name to be given to the renamed actor 

Precondition. The new name does not change the semantics of the element 

Effect. renameActor(M, a, n) yields a model M’ = substituteActor(M, a, (n, IEa, IELa)) being 

substituteActor a function that replaces a in M by the new actor a with the new name in M’. 

Declaration. renameIE(M, a, ie, n), being: 

 M = (A, DL, DP, AL), an i* model 

 a  A 

 ie = (nie, tie)  IEa 

 n the name to be given to the renamed intentional element ie 

Precondition. The new name does not change the semantics of the element 

Effect. renameIE(M, ie, n) yields a model M’ = substituteIE(M, a, ie, (n, tie)) being substituteIE a 

function that replaces ie of a in M by new IE a with the new name in M’. 

Declaration. renameDependum(M, dl, n), being: 

 M = (A, DL, DP, AL), an i* model 

 dl = (dr, de, dm)  DL and dm = (ndm, tdm) 

 n the name to be given to the redefined dl dependum 

Precondition. The new name does not change the semantics of the element 

Effect. renameDependum(M, d, n) yields a model M’ defined as: 

M’ = (A, DL \ {dl} ∪ {dlnew}, DP ∪ {(n, tdm)}, AL) where  

dlnew = (dr, de,(n, tdm)) 

5.2.5.2 Choosing Alternatives for an element 

Rationale. Not all the ways to achieve an element defined in the model are applicable for a 

concrete scope. The scope model needs to include only the applicable ways, so some IEs are 
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removed from the element decomposition. When these remove IEs are not the source of any 

other link to other IE, they are removed together with their links. 

Declaration. choosingIELinks(M, a, ie, IES), being  

 M = (A, DL, DP, AL), an i* model 

 a  A 

 ie  IEa 

Precondition.  

 At least one source is kept IES  ≠ Ø 

 IES ⊂ sources(ie, IELa), the set of intentional element that must be kept in the ie 

decomposition 

Effect. choosingIELinks(M, a, ie, IES) yields a model M’ defined as: 

M’ = substituteActor(Mdep-, a, b) where 

b = deleteIEDecomposition(a, sources(ie, IELa) \ IES)  

Mdep- = deleteDependencies(M, sources(ie, IELa) \ IES) 

For this operation, it is necessary to fit the new decomposition for the IE under choosing (ie). 

The IEs that do not belong to the new decomposition (IES) are deleted generating actor b. All 

the dependencies that involve any of the deleted IEs (Mdep-) are deleted too. 

Notice that not all decomposition is deleted in (1) because when an IE is deleted, if it is not 

included as source of another IE link, it is permanently deleted (including its own decomposition) 

because of an intermediate node cannot be transformed to a main IE. 

5.2.5.3 Refining Element 

Rationale. Some links need to be added to an IE in order to add new information regarding the 

way to achieve this IE. This link can connect an existing IE in the actor or a new one. 

Declaration. refineIE (M, a, ie, ies, t, v), being  

 M = (A, DL, DP, AL), an i* model 

 a = (na, IEa, IELa), a  A 

 ie  IEa 

Precondition.  

 The new link is not already in the actor: l = (ies, ie, t, v) ∉ IELa 

 The ies cannot be a main IE: ies ∉ mainIEs(b) 

Effect. refineIE (M, a, ie, ies, t, v) yields a model M’ defined as: 

M’ = substituteActor(M, a, b) where  

b = (na, IEa ∪ {ies}, IELa ∪ {(ies, ie, t, v)}, ta) 
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5.2.5.4 Merging Models 

Rationale. In order to get a model as starting point of the instantiation we need to combine 2 

patterns in order to have a more suitable general model.  

Declaration. mergeModels (M1, M2), being  

 M1 = (A1, DL1, DP1, AL1), an i* model 

 M2 = (A2, DL2, DP2, AL2), an i* model 

Precondition. -- 

Result. mergeModels(M1, M2) returns a model M defined as: 

M = mergingModels(M1, M2) 

5.2.6 Implementation: the GoalModels tool 

This model instantiation is done by the GoalModels Tool (details in D4.3, section 6.1). In order 

to instantiate a pattern, it must contain the information needed for identifying the instantiable 

elements and the scope information related to them described in Section 5.2.2. 

As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the instantiation process is iterative, alternating the retrieval of 

the list of pending questions and processing their answers. The next sequence diagram (also 

used in D4.3, Section 6.1.1), shows how the interaction of this tool with the platform and the 

user in order to instantiate a pattern to be associated to a scope. 

 
Figure 48.Sequence diagram for the GoalModels tool 
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An aspect that needs to be mentioned is the need to extend the i* language with the information 

required by the instantiation operations. Figure 49 shows the modification of the metamodel and 

Table 41 the modification of the XML iStarML format. This part is really easy since an iStarML 

characteristic is the simplicity to extend the format without affecting the rest of the model: new 

tags and/or attributes can be added and other iStarML users are not affected by this new 

information. 

Classes Scope and Question correspond to classes included in the RISCOSS platform data 

model (details in deliverable D4.3, Section 3): 

 Each scope defined in the platform has a model associated. 

 Each instantiable model element (class Node) can have associated a question from the 

platform. 

 
Figure 49. Metamodel extension for RISCOSS platform 

iStarML format has been defined in order to be easily complemented with specific information 

without interposing with the basic i*. In RISCOSS case, the basic i* model has not extended 

with any construct, only few properties has been added to the existing ones. Therefore, 

RISCOSS is not using new tags, Table 41 includes the new attributes used for the existing tags. 

Table 41. New iStarML attributes defined for RISCOSS 

Attribute Description Possible Values 

op Operation to be applied over the element. rename 

rename, refine 

choose 

question Question associated to the element.  question ID to get the 
question from the platform 

pattern Goal model name in order to be integrated in the model   

processed Auxiliary attribute to know which elements have been 
already processed 

yes/no 

The attributes to be included depends on the operation that is applied, the attribute ‘op’ is the 

one indicating that this model element needs some customization. The Table 42 shows which 

attributes are related to the different operations and over which model elements can be applied. 
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Table 42. Goal model customisation operation attributes 

Operation Attribute Tag Behavior 

rename question <actor> 

<ielement> 

<ielementLink> 

The answer for the question is used to  create the new 
name of the element. There are 2 options depending on the 
context of the attribute “name” of the model element to be 
renamed: 

 If it contains the text #QUESTION#, the answer only 
replaces this text, e.g. if the name element is 
‘#QUESTION# Community’ and the answer is ‘XWiki”, 
the resulting name is ‘XWiki Community’ 

 If it does NOT contains the text #QUESTION#, the 
answer replaces the entire name, e.g. if the name 
element is ‘OSS Component’ and the answer is 
‘XWiki”, the resulting name is ‘XWiki’ 

choose question <actor> 

<ielement> 

<ielementLink> 

The answer of the question is the list of element IDs that are 
kept in the model 

refine pattern <ielement> This operation is applied over the kept elements after a 
choose operation. The model identified by the attribute 
“pattern” is integrated in the model complemented the 
refined element. 

    

Under this extension of iStarML, the final contract of the operations at the implementation level 

become as detailed in the next subsections. 

5.2.6.1 Renaming element 

Operation: rename(element, answer) 

Precondition:  

 The element has associated an attribute ‘name’ (see Table 24, Section 3.1.3). 

 The element has associated the operation rename (attribute ‘op’). 

 The element has associated only 1 one-valued question (attribute ‘question’). 

Post condition: The name is changed depending on the value of the attribute ‘name’ 

associated to the element (istarML attribute): 

 If the attribute ‘name’ contains 2 characters ‘#’, the text of the answer replaces the text 

between them, including the ‘#’ themselves. 

 If the attribute ‘name’ does not contains 2 characters ‘#’, the text of the answer becomes 

the value for this attribute. 

  Choosing achievement alternatives 
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Operation: choose(element, answer) 

Precondition:  

 The element is an IE link (<ielementLink>) 

 The element has associated the operation choose (attribute ‘op’).  

 The element has associated only 1 multi-valued question (attribute ‘question’).  

 The answer is the list of IE identifiers that correspond to children elements of the IE link. 

Post condition: Only the children with identifiers included in the list of answers are kept in the 

model. If any of the kept elements has associated the operation refine, the element is processed 

in order to apply this operation. 

5.2.6.2 Refining elements using patterns 

Operation: refine(element) 

Precondition:  

 The element is an IE (<ielement>) inside an actor’s boundary (<actor><boundary>) 

 The element has associated the operation refine (attribute ‘op’).  

 The element has the pattern to be applied (attribute ‘pattern’). 

 The element has no associated question.  

Post condition: Some elements are merged to the model following the next rules: 

 The pattern can contain other actors to be related to the actor where the IE is located. 

 When an actor from the pattern is not already in the model, it is moved to the model with 

no modification.  

 When an actor from the pattern is already in the model, its internal elements are moved 

following the next rules: 

o When the element appears only in the pattern, it is moved to the model with no 

modification. 

o In case of a match, the model element is replaced by the pattern element. 

 Dependencies from the pattern will be moved to the model, in case of a match, only the 

depender and dependee information is moved to the model, the dependum does not 

change. 

The match between the elements in the model and the pattern is done using the elements 

identifier (attribute ‘id’). In case of dependencies, 2 dependencies are the same if the 3 

identifiers associated to a dependency are de same (dependum, depender, dependee). 

Identifiers corresponds to name in the model definition (Section 3.1.4), name in models is a 

label associated to the element. 
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5.2.6.3 Merging models 

Operation: merge(model1, model2) 

Precondition: -- 

Post condition: The resulting model contains the elements from both models combined 

following the next rules: 

 When an actor only appears in one model, it is included in the resulting model with no 

modifications 

 When an actor appears in both models, it is included in the resulting model once, and its 

internal elements are a combination of both models following the next rules: 

o The element that appears only in one model is included in the resulting model 

with no modifications. 

o When an element appears in both models, the resulting model contains this 

element and a combination of the links of this element to the others from both 

models. 

 Dependencies that appear only in one model are included in the resulting model with no 

modification. 

 When the same dependency appears in both models, it is included once. 

Like in the refine operation, the element identifier (attribute ‘id’) is used to know when an 

element is in both models. In case of dependencies, two dependencies are the same if the three 

identifiers associated to a dependency are the same (dependum, depender, dependee). 

Identifiers corresponds to name in the model definition (Section 3.1.4), name in models is a 

label associated to the element. 

5.3 Using of roles for modelling OSS Ecosystems (improved) 

Currently, all the patterns contain ontology elements assigned to 2 actors from the ecosystem: 

the company who wants to adopt an OSS Component and the OSS Community around it. But in 

fact, some of these elements are to be assigned not to the actors themselves but to some 

specific roles and then the elements belong to the actors depending on who plays the role 

(depending on the implication on the community). The ontology (the concrete set of concepts is  

shown in Figure 22, following subsection) include some roles associated with OSS Communities 

and these roles have assigned some activities. For example, the OSS user has associated the 

Learning Activities, any company that adopts an OSS Component is playing this role. Therefore 

the company should have assigned the Learning Activities as a consequence. If the company 

wants to contribute to the community can do it playing the role of Contributor or Coordinator that 

have different activities. The use of roles has to be discussed according to the following issues: 

 Understandability versus Modularity. Using roles increases the traceability of the 

necessity of having some elements in the model, but increases its complexity and makes 

the model less legible. Figure 50 shows both alternatives, the patterns described in the 

previous section have been developed prioritizing the legibility (model on the right). 
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 The semantics for the plays link is not fully defined, therefore the implications at level of 

SR (elements inside actors) when an agent plays a role are not stated. This implication 

has to be studied before including roles in our patterns. 

  
Figure 50. Roles in OSS Strategy patterns: (left) with roles, (right) without roles 

 

5.3.1 Identifying OSS roles (new) 

In the catalogue of adoption models presented in Section 4, the Community behind an OSS 

Project is represented by a unique actor (OSS Community), and the adopter organization is 

modelled as a separated actor (OSS Adopter Organisation). Most of the intentional elements 

inside the adopter company are referred to activities related to being part of the community. This 

“belonging” to the community is not modelled in this patterns.  

There are several roles identified in the OSS Community, as we define in the RISCOSS 

Ontology (see Section 2), and these roles are responsible of performing some specific activities. 

According to the RISCOSS Ontology classification for Roles, some of them are related to 

community management (Governance Role) and some of them to the building and exploiting 

the community knowledge (Contribution Role). Some of the identified Contribution Roles are 

assigned to specific members of the community with specific task (Explicit Role) and some of 

them (Implicit Role) are taken from any community member that is performing some tasks. 
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Table 43 includes the tasks related to these 3 kind of roles.  

Table 43. Tasks assigned to OSS Community roles 

Role Tasks 

Governance  

 Community Manager Support community activities 

 Communicator Encourage and congratulate 

Contributor Request for new features 

 Administrator Maintain site 

 Committer Commit code, Approve code 

 Developer Maintain code, Submit code, Discuss, Support newbies  

 Documenter Maintain documentation 

 Project Manager  Decide Roadmap, Decide acceptance 

 ReleaseManagerRole Prepare build 

 RepositoryAdministratorRole Maintain interaction tools 

 Tester Report defect, Discuss bug 

User Learning activities 

5.3.2 OSS Roles Models (new) 

We used the RiSD-ECO methodology for refining the OSS community actor, in the same way it 

has been used for describing the OSS Adopter Organization when the project use cases 

organizations were described (see Section 5.1.1). 

Figure 51 shows the initial model including the departing actors (RiSD-ECO activities II.2-II.3). 

This model has been refined identifying new OSS Project actors and new dependencies among 

them (RiSD-ECO activities III.1-III.6). 

 
Figure 51. Using OSS Roles - initial model 

From the initial OSS Project role, we defined the OSS Community role as part of the OSS 

project. As we are interested in the relation of the involvement of the adopter organization in the 

OSS community behind the OSS Project, we refined the initial model in order to identify the 

OSS community as one of the departing actors (see Figure 52 right) identifying the OSS 

Community and Member roles as part of the OSS Project (see Figure 52 left). 
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Figure 52. Using OSS Roles - OSS community role 

After several iterations for RiSD-ECO activities III.5 and III.6 the result of refining OSS 

Community role in the roles described previously (Section 5.3.1) is shown in the following 

figures. 

Figure 53 shows the Actor Diagram including the roles and the specialization (is-a) and 

aggregation relationships (is-part-of). 

 
Figure 53. Using OSS Roles - Actor Diagram 
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Figure 54 includes an excerpt of the SR Diagram of the refined OSS Community roles. In this 

diagram we excluded the is-a and is-part-of links in order to decrease the complexity, this 

information can be found in the Actor Diagram (see Figure 53). The SR diagram mainly contains 

the tasks defined in the OSS Ecosystem ontology. 

 
Figure 54. Using OSS Roles - SR Diagram 

Once, we have defined the OSS Community role, the OSS Adopter Organization, as member of 

the community, can play any of the Member role specializations (see Actor Diagram). Figure 55 

shows an excerpt of the Actor Diagram where The OSS Adopter Organization agent is playing 

the role of User.  
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Figure 55. Using OSS Roles - OSS Adopter playing the User role 

In this case, the OSS Adopter Organization only needs to take the User and Member (for is-a 

transitivity property) roles responsibilities. Closing the OSS community role, Figure 56 shows 

the SR Diagram corresponding to an OSS Adopter organization only using an OSS Component. 

 
Figure 56. Using OSS Roles - SR Diagram 

How this plays link is considered is related with one of the open issues related to the i* 

modelling language (see Section 3.1.5.1).  

5.4 Organizational and OSS Adoption Strategy Models Matching (new) 

OSS adoption strategy models have been developed as general models; therefore, a question 

to be answered is how to apply them in a specific situation (in our case, an OSS adopter 

organization). The question is twofold: first, when to apply an OSS adoption strategy model; and 
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second, how to couple the organization strategic model with the adoption strategy model. To 

answer the first question, we start by assuming the existence of an organizational model, which 

can be extracted using the questionnaire from D3.2. This instrument identifies the higher-level 

goals pursued by the organization, which is used in order to identify the most suitable OSS 

adoption strategy to the organization needs. To answer the second question, we describe the 

process of refilling the organization strategic model, i.e. extending the model with the elements 

from the selected OSS adoption strategy model and making the necessary revisions to these 

new elements. 

5.4.1 Selecting the OSS adoption strategy 

Figure 57 shows an excerpt of the organizational model for company ACME, that produces the 

Road Runner Locator (RR Locator) product for its customers. This is a company interested in 

reducing in-house development costs, therefore they decided to reduce the development effort 

integrating an OSS component as part of its software, but they are not interested in being 

involved with the OSS community behind the OSS component.  

 
Figure 57. Organizational model 

In order to facilitate the process to find the more suitable OSS business strategy, we adopt the 

model matching approach presented in [15]. In this paper, i* models are used to describe 

market segments and software packages in order to evaluate the matching between both 

models with an i* organizational model, in order to select the best software package for the 

organization needs. In this paper, we may use the same idea and then evaluate the matching 

between an organizational model and the set of OSS business strategies models in order to 

identify the strategies that better match the organizational goals and eliminate those that clearly 

do not apply to the specific organization. [15] uses a concept called coverage for classifying the 

matching results, that is adapted in this paper as follows: 

 Coverage of the Organizational model: a matching is org-complete if every intentional 

element from the Organization actor in the organizational SR model is matched at least 

with one intentional element in the OSS business strategy SR model, otherwise it is org-

incomplete. In other words, in an org-complete matching, a business strategy supports 

all the business goal of the organization. The “org-complete” coverage is an ideal case 

that in practice can hardly be reached. Basically, those elements that do not (fully) 
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support all business goals or even contradict them create the risks we are interested in 

in RISCOSS. 

 Coverage of the OSS business strategy model requirements: a matching is str-

complete if every intentional element, representing requirements, from the Organization 

actor in the OSS business strategy SR model is matched at least with one intentional 

element in the Organization actor in the organizational SR model, otherwise it is str-

incomplete. In other words, in a str-complete matching, a business strategy can 

effectively be adopted by an organization since this organization fulfils all the needs from 

the strategy. 

The aim of the matching is finding the OSS adoption strategies that covers as much as possible 

the organization business goals, taking into account that the company has or is willing to have 

the resources required by the strategy. Therefore, any combination where the coverage of the 

OSS business strategy model is incomplete due to some OSS business strategy requirements 

are missing, excludes the strategy from being used by the organization. Before discarding the 

strategy, the organizational model can be extended in order to have a str-complete 

requirements coverage. 

As an example, Table 3 shows the matching between the ACME organizational model (Figure 

57) and the OSS Acquisition strategy model (Figure 2) for the organizational model coverage. 

The coverage of the ACME organizational model by the strategy is almost complete, since the 

only element not covered is the task Sell RR locator which, nevertheless, represents a kind of 

activity not addressed by the OSS business strategies. Therefore, the OSS business strategy is 

a good choice to be applied to the organization. 

Table 44. Matching for organizational model coverage 

OSS Organizational model Matching with OSS business strategy model 

Sell RR Locator Missing 

Maintain RR Locator Act-Maintain-Prod 

Develop RR Locator Act-INT and Act-TEST-Prod are subtasks of task Develop RR 
Locator 

OSS component integrated Acquire OSS component is the means to achieve this goal 

In-house development cost 
reduced 

Take benefit from OSS Community is the means to achieve this 
goal 

Minimize OSS involvement The same as Minimize OSS involvement 

Table 45 shows the matching for the OSS business strategy coverage. In this case, the 

coverage is incomplete. The requirements related to achieve the technical skills in order to use 

the component (Technical Quality, Act-ACQ-Tech and Act-LEARN) are missing, but in this case 

if an organization wants to use an external component (OSS or not) has to be willing to acquire 

the necessary knowledge to use it. Therefore, the organizational model should be extended 

including them in order to have a complete OSS strategy requirements coverage. 
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Table 45. Matching for OSS acquisition strategy model requirements coverage 

OSS Acquisition strategy 
Requirements  

Matching with Organizational Model 

Acquire OSS Component Means to achieve the goal OSS component integrated 

Act-SEL Considered part of the tasks defining the process related to the 
goal OSS component integrated 

Technical  Quality Missing 

Act-ACQ-Tech Missing 

Act-LEARN Missing 

Use or Deploy This is an intermediate node, it does not need matching 

Act-DEP The component has to be “integrated”, so this element has to 
deleted from the OSS business strategy model 

Act-INT This is the element kept in the OSS business model as a means to 
achieve the goal OSS component integrated 

Act-TEST-Prod Considered a subtask of Develop RR Locator 

Act-MAINT-Prod The same task as Maintain RR Locator 

5.4.2 Refilling the organization strategic model 

Once the organization has decided the OSS business strategy is going to adopt, the 

instantiation process consists on the following steps: 

1. Applying the matching, including the intentional elements from the selected OSS 
business strategy model into the organizational model. Only the matched elements are 
included (Table 3 and Table 45). 

2. Making the needed revisions to the resulting model in order to adapt the general OSS 
business strategy model to the specific case (see instantiation process detailed in 
Section 5.2.3).  

In the example used in the previous section, the organization ACME is acquiring the component 

OSS GIS to be integrated in its product RR Locator, in order to know where the RR is as shown 

in Figure 5. The new elements that come from the OSS acquisition strategy model (Figure 2) 

are shown in italics. Task Acquire OSS Component and its decomposition is included as the 

means to achieve the goal OSS component integrated, except for the task Act-DEP, it does not 

appear in the model because the organization uses the OSS component integrating (Act-INT) it 

in its own software (RR Locator). The task Maintain RR Locator replaces the Act-MAINT-Prod 

and the task Act-TEST-Prod is renamed as Test RR Locator. ACME organization adheres to the 

business-related goal Minimize the OSS involvement, but not agreed with Do not care about 

OSS component evolution 

5.5 QuESo: a Quality Model for OSS Ecosystems (new) 

Open source software has witnessed an exponential growth in the last two decades and it is 

playing an increasingly important role in many companies and organizations leading to the 
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formation of open source software ecosystems. In this section we present a quality model that 

will allow the evaluation of those ecosystems in terms of their relevant quality characteristics 

such as health or activeness. To design this quality model we started by analysing the quality 

measures found during the execution of a systematic literature review on open source software 

ecosystems and, then, we classified and reorganized the set of measures in order to build a 

solid quality model. 

5.5.1 QuESo building Process 

In this section we explain the two methodologies followed to build the QuESo model. The first 

one is related to the way we gathered the measures from the available literature using a 

Systematic Literature Review (SLR) while the second one is related to the way we designed the 

QuESo quality model. 

5.5.1.1 Systematic literature review 

We conducted the SLR using the guidelines defined in [Kitchenham07] with the purpose of 

identifying of identifying the primary studies related to OSS ecosystems. The research question 

that addresses the measures and indicators related to the ecosystem quality is: What measures 

or attributes are defined to assess or evaluate open source software ecosystems? 

 

As a result of the SLR, 53 primary studies were selected, from them we identified 17 related to 

the identification of measures to evaluate the quality of OSS ecosystems. A more detailed 

explanation of the protocol can be found in [Franco-Bedoya+14]. 

5.5.1.2 Quality model construction 

We use a [Radulovic+11] bottom-up approach for the quality model construction. The proposal 

consists of a clearly defined sequence of steps: 

1. To identify basic measures. 

2. To identify derived measures. 

3. To identify quality measures (by aggregation of basic and derived measures). 

4. To identify relationships between measures. 

5. To specify relationships between measures. 

6. To define domain-specific quality sub-characteristics. 

7. To align quality sub-characteristics with a quality model. 

5.5.2 Background 

When talking about quality models in the software domain it is inevitable to mention the ISO 

quality model [ISO/IEC14]. This quality model targets the quality of a software product, from 

three perspectives: internal, external, and quality of use. The QualOSS quality model ([Soto+09] 

gives a good representation for one of the three dimensions covered by QuESo, the OSS 

community. Finally we have found many papers that, although do not provide a quality model, 

they propose a good set of measures to evaluate some aspects of OSS ecosystems. We would 
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like to mention some of these works, in particular, the ones that provided the most interesting 

measures. This subjects are detailed in the next subsections. 

5.5.2.1 ISO/IEC 25000  

This quality model targets the quality of a software product, from three perspectives: internal, 

external, and quality of use. The specific quality characteristics of the ISO quality model do not 

cover the important dimensions of OSS ecosystems such as the ones related to the community 

or the ones related to the health of the ecosystem [ISO/IEC14]. 

5.5.2.2 The QualOSS 

The QualOSS quality model [Soto+09] gives a good representation for one of the three 

dimensions covered by QuESo, the OSS community. However we had to extend it with new 

characteristics that are relevant in the context of OSS ecosystems. 

5.5.2.3 Set of measures 

We have found many papers that, although do not provide a quality model, they propose a good 

set of measures to evaluate some aspects of OSS ecosystems. We would like to mention some 

of these works, in particular, the ones that provided the most interesting measures. 

 [Hartigh+13] developed a concrete measure tool for evaluating business ecosystems 

based on the classification made by [Iansity+04]. They conceptualized the business 

ecosystem health as financial health and network health based on a set of eight 

measures. 

 [Mens+11] provided a set of measures (e.g., number of commits, total bugs mailing list), 

by exploring social software engineering, studying the developer community, including 

the way developers work, cooperate, communicate and share information. 

 [Neu+11] presented a web application for ecosystem analysis by means of interactive 

visualizations.  The authors used the application to analysis the GNOME ecosystem 

study case. 

 [Kilamo+12] studied the problem of building open source communities for industrial 

software that was originally developed as closed source. 

5.5.3 QuESo Quality Model 

The model is composed of two types of interrelated elements: quality characteristics and 

measures. Quality characteristics correspond to the attributes of an open source software 

ecosystem that are considered relevant for evaluation. The quality characteristics in QuESo 

have been organized in three dimensions: (1) those that relate to the platform around which the 

ecosystem is built, (2) those that relate to the community (or set of communities) of the 

ecosystem and (3) those that are related to the ecosystem as a network of interrelated 

elements, such as projects or companies (see Figure 58). 
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Figure 58. QuESo quality model 

5.5.3.1 Platform-related quality characteristics 

Platform-related quality characteristics consist of the set of attributes that are relevant for the 

evaluation of the software platform. As a result of our SLR, we have observed that the selected 

papers do not provide measures for evaluating open source platform-related quality 

characteristics. Then, similarly as done in the QualOSS model, since a mature proposal such as 

ISO 25000- SQuaRE [ISO/IEC14] focuses on generic software quality, QuESo adopts directly 

the characteristics and sub-characteristics proposed by ISO 25000-SQuaRE. 

5.5.3.2 Community-related quality characteristics 

Following the procedure described in Section 5.5.1.2, the QuESo proposal for community-

related quality characteristics is based both on the set of measures identified in our SLR and on 

the QualOSS quality model [Soto+09].  QualOSS specifies three community characteristics, 

namely, maintenance capacity, sustainability and process maturity. 

[Soto+09] define maintenance capacity as the ability of a community to provide the resources 

necessary for maintaining its products and mention that aspects relevant to it are the number of 

contributors to a project and the amount of time they contribute to the development effort. In 

order to align maintenance capacity with our identified measures it is refined in three sub-

characteristics: size, cohesion and activeness. The size of the community influences its 

maintenance capacity and can be evaluated by measures such as number of core developers 

and number of committers. The ability of the community to collaborate defined by its cohesion is 

also relevant. A measure that can be used to evaluate cohesion is the ecosystem 

connectedness in the community social network. Finally, the activeness of the community can 

be evaluated by measures such as bug tracking activity and number of commits. Sustainability 

is the likelihood that a community remains able to maintain the products it develops over an 
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extended period of time. We have specified additional sub-characteristics besides them: effort 

balance, expertise balance and visibility. The heterogeneity of a community contributes to its 

sustainability. Heterogeneity can be evaluated by measures such as geographical distribution of 

community members. Regeneration ability also enhances sustainability since a community that 

has been able to grow in the past increases its chances of not declining in the future. A measure 

that we have identified for it is for instance, new members which counts the number of new 

members of the community at any point of time. The effort balance is relevant for sustainability 

i.e., if most of the contribution effort comes from one or a small number of members of the 

community and it is not uniformly distributed, then its continuity is highly dependent on that 

small set of members. On the other hand, a balanced effort distribution among all members 

facilitates its continuity over time. In a similar way, the expertise balance among most members 

of a community is again a way to guarantee its sustainability. The visibility of a community gives 

it the capacity of attracting people to contribute and support it if needed. Examples of measures 

identified for visibility are: number of downloads, social media hits and web page requests. 

Process maturity is the ability of a developer community to consistently achieve development-

related goals by following established processes. It can be assessed for specific software 

development tasks with the answers of questions such as: is there a documented process for 

the task? [Soto+09]. Apparently, this characteristic requires qualitative assessment more than 

quantitative measures.  This is consistent with the results of our SLR since we have not 

identified measures devoted to evaluate process maturity aspects. 

5.5.3.3 Ecosystem network quality characteristics 

Since QualOSS does not address the network-related quality, this part of QuESo is exclusively 

based on the analysis of measures identified in our SLR. QuESo proposes two ecosystem 

network-related characteristics: resource health and network health. 

Resource health facilitates the combination of value activities from multiple actors to obtain 

value creating end products [Anderson+09]. Two sub-characteristics, particularly relevant to 

resource health, are the financial vitality and the trustworthiness of the ecosystem. The financial 

vitality is the viability and the ability to expand (i.e., robustness, ability to increase size and 

strength) of the ecosystem [Li+13]. Two examples of measures that evaluate it are liquidity and 

solvency financial measures. Trustworthiness is the ability to establish a trusted partnership of 

shared responsibility in building an overall open source ecosystem [Agerfalk+08]. 

[Hartigh+13] define network health as a representation of how well partners are connected in 

the ecosystem and the impact that each partner has in its local network. Healthy ecosystems 

show many relations and subsystems of different types of elements that are intensely related 

[Gamalielsson+10]. To align network health with the identified measures we have refined it into 

four sub-characteristics: interrelatedness, clustering, synergetic evolution and information 

consistency. Interrelatedness is the ability of the nodes of an OSS ecosystem to establish 

connections between them. It can be evaluated by measures such as centrality i.e., the number 

of network relations of a node, and project activity diagrams that allows to obtain the kind of 

project evolution. Clustering is the capacity of the species (or nodes) in the entire ecosystem to 

be classified around its projects. It also enables small OSS projects to come together as a large 
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social network with a critical mass [Scacchi07]. Synergetic evolution is the ability of the 

subsystems that constitute the whole ecosystem to form a dynamic and stable space-time 

structure [Haken80]; [Li+13]. Information consistency is the consistency of the core information 

elements across the breadth of an ecosystem. The code vocabulary map measure evaluates 

this sub-characteristic. It consists of a summary of terms used in the source code of the project 

that can be used to obtain a general overview of the domain language of the project’s network. 

5.5.4 QuESo proposed Metrics 

This section contains the whole set of measures with their definitions. Once we had collected 

the measures from the selected papers, we used the following criteria from [Hartigh+13] and 

[Neu+11] to include them in QuESo: 

1. User-friendly and operationalizable: measures should be logical, easy to use and 

operationalizable into a measurable entity. 

2. Non-redundant: when we identified similar measures we selected only one of them, but 

we kept all the sources for traceability.  

The following tables present these measures grouped by characteristic: sustainability, 

maintenance capacity, network health and resource health. 

Table 46. QuESo measures for Sustainability 

Measure Definition Sub-Char 

Amount of inquires 
or feature requests 

Number of inquire or feedbacks received for the OSS 
community. Contributions could be corrective, adaptive, 
perfective or preventive. 

Visibility 

Number of event 
people 

The number of people participating in project events and 
meetings gives direct information on the activity in the 
community. 

Visibility 

Job advertisements Number of job advertisements on the project/community. Visibility 

Visibility Tell us something about the centrality of a partner in the 
market. Popularity 
of the partner 

Visibility 

Web page requests Total request to OSS community web page. Visibility 

Social media hits Number of hits the project gets in the social media and blogs. Visibility 

Number of passive 
user 

Passive users in the community. Visibility 

Number of reader Number of readers in the community. Visibility 

Number of scientific 
Publications 

Number of scientific publications mentioning the community Visibility 

Number of 
downloads 

Number of downloads from the official community portal or 
mirrors 

Visibility 

Number of mailing 
list users 

Number of users subscribed to the project mailing list. Visibility 

Member activity rate Activity rate 1 means that a single person carries out all the 
work. 

Effort bal. 

Member effort The effort of member m in community c. Effort bal. 
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Number of developer 
releases 

Number of releases that a developer has been active on a 
project. 

Effort bal. 

Number of activity 
Communities 

The number of activity communities in which member m is 
involved. 

Effort bal. 

Maximum number of 
commits of a 
developer 

The size and density of a contributor in a project. Effort bal. 

Project developer 
experience 

Total number of releases in which the developer was active Effort bal. 

Temporal 
community effort 

The combined effort of all members belonging to community 
c during 
time period t. 

Effort bal. 

Total effort of 
members 

Total effort done by a particular community member m in a 
set of communities C. 

Effort bal. 

Number of developer 
projects 

Number of projects of a developer. Effort bal. 

Developer activity 
diagrams 

Give an overview of the contributors daily activity within an 
ecosystem. 

Effort bal. 

Contributor commit 
rate 

Average between first and last commit. Effort bal. 

Relation between 
categorical event 
and developer 
Participation 

Relation between categorical event and developer 
participation. 

Expert. bal. 

Principal member 
activity 

The principal activity of a member m for a given time t. 
Community c for which m carried out the most effort. 

Expert. bal. 

Expertise view 
contributor 

Visualization about a contributor expertise based on file 
extensions (number and type of files changed within a 
month). 

Expert. bal. 

Geographical 
distribution 

Geographical distribution of community members. Heterogeneity 

Temporal 
community effort 

The combined effort of all members belonging to community 
c during time period t. 

Reg. ability 

New members Counting the number of new members at any point in time. Reg. ability 

 

Table 47. QuESo measures for Maintenance capacity 

Measure Definition Sub-Char 

Betweenness 
centrality 

Reflects the number of shortest paths that pass through a 
specific node 

Cohesion  

Out degree of 
keystone actors 

Is defined for this specific case as someone who has a lot 
of developers 
he works with and also plays a large role in the software 
ecosystem 

Cohesion 

Cluster of 
collaborating 
Developers 

The nodes are developers and the edges between them 
represent projects on which they collaborated. They both 
make modifications to the project for at least a certain 
number of times. 

Cohesion 

Ecosystem 
connectedness 

Number of relations as a proportion of the theoretically 
maximum number of relations in all ecosystem. Is a metric 
of connectedness. Is a property that keeps communities 
structure safe from risks, guaranteeing their well-being and 
health. 

Cohesion 
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Number authors Number of authors for projects. Author can change files in a 
project. 

Size 

Number of 
contributors 

Total of contributors per project. Size 

Number of core 
developers 

Core developer contribute most of the code and oversee 
the design and evolution of the project. 

Size 

Number bug fixer Number bug fixers in the community. Size 

Number of 
members 

The number of activity members involved in community c. Size 

Number of nodes 
and edges 

Number of nodes and edges Size 

Number 
committers 

Number of committers per project. Size 

Bug tracking 
activity 

Number of comments created in project bug tracker and 
total number of actions in the bug tracker. These 
discussions are often technical in nature and focus on a 
specific defect or feature. 

Activeness 

Contributor 
commit rate 

Average between first and last commit. Activeness 

Date of last 
commit 

Date of last commit of a project/community. Activeness 

Files changed Number of files that has been changed. Activeness 

Files per version Number of files per version. Activeness 

Developer activity 
diagrams 

Give an overview of the contributors daily activity within an 
ecosystem. 

Activeness 

Buildup of assets Total factor productivity over time. Can be measured using 
individual company data. 

Activeness 

Community effort The combined effort of all members belonging to 
community 

Activeness 

Number of event 
people 

The number of people participating in project events and 
meetings gives 
direct information on the activity in the community 

Activeness 

Lines added Lines added. Activeness 

Lines changed Lines changed. Activeness 

Lines removed Lines removed Activeness 

Mailing list Number of messages posted to project mailing lists and the 
number of responses obtained from those messages. 

Activeness 

Number of 
commits 

Total number of commits containing source code, 
documentation, and translation. Average number of 
commits per week (project/community). 

Activeness 

Temporal 
community effort 

The combined effort of all members belonging to 
community c during time period t. 

Activeness 
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Table 48. QuESo measures for Network health 

Measure Definition 
Sub-Char 

Code 
vocabulary map 

Summary of terms used in the source code of the project. The 
vocabulary map is a tool for the developer who wants to obtain a 
general overview of the domain language of a project. 

Information 

consistency 

Number active 
projects 

Number active projects. 
Clustering 

Number of 
community 
project 

Number of projects built on top of the platform of a community. 
Clustering 

Variety in 
products 

Measure for the variety factor of niche creation. The variety in 
products offered by the partner depends on alliances with other 
partners. Euclidean distances towards the overall mean of the 
business ecosystem can be used to measure most of these 
variety of scores. 

Clustering 

Number of files Files during projects life. 
Clustering 

Centrality Number of relations clique memberships. Number of individual 
network relations of a partner. The more central partner is the 
most persistent. 
When the partners are in clique or cluster, its persistence is 
considered high. Because is regarded as a secure environment. 

Interrelatedness 

Contributor 
activity graph 

The contributor distribution at ecosystem level. 
Interrelatedness 

Ecosystem 
cohesion 

Number of relations present in a subgroup/maximum possible of 
relation among all the nodes in the sub-group. 

Interrelatedness 

Project activity 
diagrams 

Allow identify the project evolution comparing six metrics; 
calculating the contributors involvement distribution. 

Interrelatedness 

Ecosystem 
connectedness 

Number of relations as a proportion of the theoretically maximum 
number of relations in all ecosystem. Is a metric of 
connectedness. Is a property that keeps communities structure 
safe from risks, guaranteeing their well-being and health. 

Interrelatedness 

Networks node 
connection 

Connections between central and non-central species or 
partners 

Interrelatedness 

Variety of 
partners 

Covariance with market indicates the variety of different partners 
a partner has. 

Interrelatedness 

Reciprocity of 
the ecosystem 

 
Synergetic evo. 

Distribution 
over the species 

Variety measure for niche creation factor. The equality of the 
division of partners over the species. E.g., the distribution 
between numbers of resellers, number of system integrators, 
numbers of OEM’s. 

Synergetic evo 

Ecosystem 
Entropy 

The second law of thermodynamics, in principle, states that a 
closed system’s disorder cannot be reduced, it can only remain 
unchanged or increase. A measure of this disorder is entropy. 
This law also seems plausible for software systems; as a system 
is modified, its disorder, or entropy, always increases. This is 
known as software entropy. Can 
be viewed as being similar to the measurement of the existence 
of order 
or disorder among the participating software components, 
software products, or software organizations. 

Synergetic evo. 
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Table 49. QuESo measures for Resource health 

Measure Definition 
Sub-Char 

Liquidity Is a metric for the robustness factor: survival rates. Provide an 
indication whether a partner is able to meet its short-term 
obligations. Can be measured with: financial status of a partner; 
counting the number of new members in a business ecosystem. 

Financial vitality 

Network 
resources 

Measure for delivery innovations factor of productivity. They can 
be measured directly, e.g., using balance of partners, but also 
indirectly, through the network relations. 

Financial vitality 

Solvency Value creation measure for niche creation. Can be measured by 
standard metrics such as revenue share or profit share of newly 
introduced products or technologies. An alternative is to look at 
the build-up of partner equity. 

Financial vitality 

Zeta model Bankruptcy classification score model 
Trustworthiness 

Z-score Bankruptcy model to test the creditworthiness and solvency of 
partners. 

Trustworthiness 
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Conclusion 

In this deliverable we have presented the progress done from Month 1 to Month 24 with respect 

to all the tasks in WP1.  

The WP1 results was stated in terms of: 

 The reviewed RISCOSS ontology including the Use Case packages. 

 The modelling language for representing and analysing the diverse risk implications over 

the OSS-based ecosystems (i*). 

 The modelling language for representing risk models (RiskML). 

 A catalogue of the reviewed OSS Adoption Strategies models using i*. 

 A set of methodologies and techniques for modelling and reasoning about OSS 

ecosystems: 

o RiSD-ECO methodology for modelling OSS ecosystems  

o Using OSS adoption strategy for modelling OSS ecosystems 

o Using roles for modelling OSS ecosystems 

o Organizational and OSS adoption strategy models matching technique for 

choosing OSS adoption strategies 

o QueESO quality model for OSS ecosystems 

Regarding the RISCOSS ontology, this document included the current RISCOSS ontology 

(Section 2), reviewed by all the project use cases. In this deliverable whole the ontology has 

been reported together, the OSS Risks package was explicitly reported in a WP2 deliverable 

(D2.2) and the OSS business package including the terms related to the Business Model and 

OSS Adoption Strategies reported in D3.1. 

With respect to the modelling language, this document includes the definition for the two 

modelling languages used for developing goal and risk models in the RISCOSS project (Section 

3). In this case, like with the ontologies, we collect both languages in the same deliverable. 

RiskML language was previous reported in a WP2 deliverable (D2.2). RiskML definition has 

been complemented with a definition of the XML-based format to store the models (Section 

3.2.2). 

This document also contains a reviewed version of the OSS adoption strategy models (Section 

4). In this document, these models have been reviewed including some elements related to 

license risk assessment and some high-level strategic goals related to the OSS adopter 

organization business goal.  

Finally, regarding the methodologies and techniques for modelling and reasoning about OSS 

ecosystems (Section 5), previous methodologies have been complemented with a technique for 

choosing the OSS adoption strategy using the OSS adoption strategy models and 2 coverage 

measures. We have defined an quality model for OSS ecosystem (QuESo). We also have 

reported some advances in the use of roles for modelling OSS ecosystems, an open issue 

reported in the previous deliverable. 
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Related to the work included in this deliverable, we are currently working on: 

 A reviewed version of the quality model QuESo. 

 A Systematic Literature Review in order to support the OSS adoption strategies. 

 An improved way to connect the OSS adoption strategies to the OSS adopter 

organization business goals. 
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Annex A. RISCOSS Data Model (Further discussed in D4.3) 

 
Figure 59. RISCOSS Data Model: Scopes Package 

 
Figure 60.RISCOSS Data Model: Measurements and Tools 
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Figure 61. RISCOSS Data Model: Risk Model 

 
Figure 62. RISCOSS Data Model: Goal model 
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Figure 63. RISCOSS Data Model: Questionnaires
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Annex B. SLR for OSS Conceptualization: Publication Channels  

 

Tabla B1. Sofware engineering related sources 

Journals and Magazines Conferences and Workshops 

ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and 

Methodology (TOSEM) 

ACM-IEEE International Symposium on Empirical 

Software Engineering (ISESE) 

Communications of the ACM IEEE International Symposium on Software Metrics 

(METRICS) 

Empirical Software Engineering (EMSE) International Conference on Software Engineering 

(ICSE) 

IEE Review International Symposium on Empirical Software 

Engineering and Measurement (ESEM) 

Engineering & Technology previous ‘IEE Review’ ACM International Symposium on the Foundations 

of Software Engineering (FSE) 

IEE Proceedings – Software IEEE International Conference on Automated 

Software Engineering (ASE) 

IET Sotfware previously ‘IEE Proceedings – 

Software’ 

IEEE International Conference on Requirements 

Engineering (RE) 

IEEE Computer IEEE Signature Conference on Computers, 

Software, and Applications (COMPSAC) 

IEEE Software Hawaii International Conference on System 

Sciences (HICSS) 

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering 

(TSE) 

ACM Symposium of Applied Computing (SAC) 

Information and Software Technology (IST) International Conference on Software Engineering 

and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE) 

Journal of Systems and Software (JSS) Conference on Advanced information Systems 

Engineering (CAISE) 

Software Practice and Experience (SP&E) International Conference on Conceptual Modelling 

(ER) 

Software Process Improvement and Practice 

(SPIP) 

 

Requirements Engineering Journal (REJ)  

Automated Software Engineering Journal (ASE 

Journal) 

 

Data and Knowledge Engineering (DKE)  

Software and System Modeling (SoSyM)   
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Table B2. OSS, Information Systems Management and Knowledge representation related sources 

Journals and Magazines Conferences and Workshops 

First Monday ICSE Workshop on Open Source Software Engineering 

(WOSSE) 

Information Systems Journal (ISJ) ICSE Workshop on Emerging Trends in FLOSS Research 

and Development 

Information Technology & People (IFIP) International Conference on Open Source Systems 

(OSS) 

Journal of Applied Ontology (JAO)  

Journal of Industrial Economics World Summit of the Knowledge Society Conference (WSKS) 

Knowledge Technology and Policy  

Long Range Planning International Workshop on Vocabularies, Ontologies and 

Rules for The Enterprise (VORTE) 

Management Science International Workshop on Metamodels, Ontologies and 

Semantic Technologies (MOST) 

Research Policy  

International Journal of Open Source 

Software and Processes (IJOSSP) 
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Annex C. SLR on risks in OSS adoption: Publication Channels 

Journals and Magazines 

ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology (TOSEM), Communications of 

the ACM, Empirical Software Engineering (EMSE), IEE Review, IEE Proceedings – Software, 

IEEE Computer, IEEE Software, IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE), Information 

and Software Technology (IST), Journal of Systems and Software (JSS), Software Practice and 

Experience, Software Process Improvement and Practice, Requirements Engineering Journal 

(REJ), Automated Software Engineering Journal (ASE Journal), Data and Knowledge 

Engineering (DKE), Software and System Modeling (SoSyM), Information Systems Journal 

(ISJ). 

Conferences and Workshops 

International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), IEEE International Symposium on 

Software Metrics (METRICS), International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and 

Measurement (ESEM), ACM International Symposium on the Foundations of Software 

Engineering (FSE), IEEE International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE), 

IEEE International Conference on Requirements Engineering (RE), IEEE Signature Conference 

on Computers, Software, and Applications (COMPSAC), Hawaii International Conference on 

System Sciences (HICSS), ACM Symposium of Applied Computing (SAC). 

Newly added sources recognized to be important in the field 

International Conference on Open Source Systems (OSS), International Conference on Digital 

Ecosystems and Technologies (DEST), European Conference on Software Maintenance and 

Reengineering (CSMR), Workshop on Emerging Trends in Free/Libre/Open Source Software 

Research and Development (FLOSS), Working Conference on Reverse Engineering (WCRE), 

Reliability and Maintainability Symposium (RAMS), International Conference on Composition-

Based Software Systems (ICCBSS) 
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Annex D. iStarML Grammar 

This annex contains the iStarML grammar using the traditional extended BNF meta language 

grammar [Cares07]. However, given the characters “<“ and “>“ are part of the language, it is not 

possible for them to be part of the meta language. We have omitted them but we have marked 

the defined elements using the color blue and the italic style. The meta symbols definition is 

showed in Table 50. [Cares07] contains the reference guide of this format, including the 

grammar defined in this Annex. 

Table 50. iStarML: Used extended BNF symbols 

 

The main iStarML set of tags corresponds to the main constructs of i* language: actor, 

intentional element, intentional element link, dependency, and boundary and actor link. Beside 

these tags, Table 51 shows the 3 special tags defined in order to store and recover i* diagrams. 

Table 51. iStarML: Complementary tags 

 

The syntax for all the defined tag are detailed from Table 52 to Table 59.  
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Table 52. iStarML: <istarml> tag syntax 

 

Table 53. iStarML:<actor> tag syntax 
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Table 54. iStarML:<ielement> tag syntax 

 

Table 55. iStarML:<boundary> tag syntax 
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Table 56. iStarML:<ielementLink> tag syntax 

 

Table 57. iStarML:<dependency> tag syntax 
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Table 58. iStarML:<actorLink> tag syntax 

 

Table 59. iStarML:<graphic> tag syntax 
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Annex E. RISCOSS  Risk Model 

 
Figure 64. RISCOSS Risk Model (Proof of Concept, M12) 
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Annex F. OSS Acquisition adoption strategy using iStarML format 

This annex presents the iStarML file content for the pattern corresponding to the OSS 

Acquisition strategy, Figure 65 shows this pattern graphical representation.  

 
Figure 65. OSS acquisition strategy model (v2.0) 

In this pattern contains 2 actors: OSS Community and OSS Adopter Organization. These actors 

has defined some intentional elements and intentional element links. And finally, there are 4 

dependencies between these 2 actors. 

It is worth to mention that this file does not contains graphical information about the model, only 

contains the information related to the model elements. 

<?xml version='1.0'?> 

<istarml version='1.0'> 

<diagram name='OSS Acquisition' version='2.0'> 

 <actor id='COMM' name='OSS Community'/> 

 <actor id='CMP' name='OSS Adopter Organization'> 

  <boundary> 

   <ielement id='OSS-ACQ' name='Acquire OSS component' type='task'> 

    <ielementLink type='decomposition'> 

 <ielement id='Act-SEL' name='Select OSS component' type='task'> 

  <ielementLink type='composition'> 
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  <ielement id='Act-LEARN' name='Acquire user skills' type='task'/> 

 </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

     <ielement id='Goal-USE' name='OSS component used' type='goal'>  

 <ielementLink type='means-end'> 

  <ielement id='Act-DEP' name='Deploy OSS component' type='task'> 

   <ielementLink type='decomposition'> 

    <ielement iref='Act-LEARN'> 

     <ielementLink type='decomposition'> 

  <ielement id='Act-ASK' name='Ask doubts' type='task'/> 

      </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

    </ielementLink> 

   </ielement> 

   <ielement id='Act-INT' name='Integrate OSS component' type='task'> 

   <ielementLink type='decomposition'> 

    <ielement id='Act-ACQ-Tech' name='Acquire tech skills' type='task'> 

     <ielementLink type='decomposition'>      

  <ielement iref='Act-ASK'/> 

  <ielement id='GOAL-PreserveSell' name='Preserving selling 

capability' type='softgoal'/> 

     </ielementLink> 

    </ielement> 

        </ielementLink> 

  </ielement> 

 </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

     <ielement id='Goal-Quality-Tech' name='Technical quality' 

type='softgoal'> 

 <ielementLink type='contribution' value='Help'> 

  <ielement iref='Act-ACQ-Tech'/> 

  <ielement iref='Act-LEARN'/> 

 </ielementLink> 

    </ielement> 

    <ielement id='Act-TEST-Prod' name='Test product' type='task'/> 

    <ielement id='Act-MAINT-Prod' name='Maintain product' type='task'> 

     <ielementLink type='decomposition'>      

 <ielement iref='Act-ASK'/> 

     </ielementLink> 

    </ielement> 
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 <ielement id='GOAL-LicenseCompatible' name='License compatibility 

preserved' type='goal'/> 

     </ielementLink>  

    </ielement> 

    <ielement id='GOAL-MinimiseEffort' name='Adoption effort minimised' 

type='softgoal'> 

 <ielementLink type='contribution' value='help'> 

  <ielement iref='OSS-ACQ'/> 

 </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

     <ielement id='GOAL-TakeBenefit' type='goal'> 

 <ielementLink type='means-end'> 

  <ielement iref='OSS-ACQ'/> 

 </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

     <ielement id='GOAL-NoMaintenance' name='Do not care OSS evolution for 

maintenance' type='goal'> 

 <ielementLink type='means-end'> 

  <ielement iref='OSS-ACQ'/> 

 </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

     <ielement id='GOAL-LicenceControl' name='License controlled' 

type='softgoal'> 

 <ielementLink type='contribution' value='help'> 

  <ielement iref='OSS-ACQ'/> 

 </ielementLink> 

     </ielement> 

   </boundary> 

 </actor> 

 <ielement id='Res-Tech-DOCUM' name='Tech documentation' type='resource'> 

  <dependency> 

    <depender aref='CMP' iref='Act-ACQ-Tech'/> 

    <dependee aref='COMM'/> 

   </dependency> 

  </ielement> 

  <ielement id='Res-User-DOCUM' name='User documentation' type='resource'> 

    <dependency> 

      <depender aref='CMP' iref='Act-LEARN'/> 

      <dependee aref='COMM'/> 

    </dependency> 
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   </ielement> 

   <ielement id='Res-OSS-Comp' name='OSS component' type='resource'> 

     <dependency> 

      <depender aref='CMP' iref='OSS-ACQ'/> 

      <dependee aref='COMM'/> 

     </dependency> 

   </ielement> 

   <ielement name='Help obtained' type='goal'> 

     <dependency> 

       <depender aref='CMP' iref='Act-ASK'/> 

       <dependee aref='COMM'/> 

      </dependency> 

    </ielement> 

  </diagram> 

</istarml> 


